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west's oaeeer Duel

OR, ARIETTA AND THE MEXICAN BANDITS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-How the Stolen Money was Re. covered.
"A mighty sleepy sort of village that," said
Young Wild West, the well-known Boy Hero an.i
Champion Deadshot of the West, as he brought
his sorrel stallion to a halt and nodded in the direction of small adobe houses that lay half hidden
from view among the leafy palms at the foot of
a steep mountain descent.
"It certainly looks to be, Wild," his sweetheart,
Arietta Murdock, answered, as she brought her
cream-white broncho to a halt beside him. "But
a Mexican village is always sleepy-looking, unless something happens to arouse the inhabitants.
They are a lazy sort of race, anyhow. But some
of them are dangerous customers, as you kn ow."
"That's right, Et," and the dashing young deadshot smiled. "When a greaser takes the notion
to be bad, he never seems to feel like letting up
on you. I reckon I know about that a]l right.
But the trail we have been following since yesterday morning certainly leads down there, so
we will pay a visit to that village. The galoot
who robbed Hop must be caught, even if we do
have to go on Mexican soil to get him."
The handsome face of the boy lighted up with
a look that was full of resolute earnestness as
he said this, and then he started to ride slowly
down the rather steep descent. Close behind him
came Arietta, and following her in single file
were Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-government scout
and Indian fighter, and his wife, Anna; Jim
Dart, a Wyoming boy about the same age as
our hero; and his sweetheart, Eloise Ga1•'dner;
Hop Wah, the man-of.'.all-work, and Wing Wah,
the cook of the party. The two Chinamen were
leading pack-horses that were loaded with the
camping outfit and a supply of provisions, for
Young Wild West and his friends always saw
to it that they had all that was needed when they
went on their trips through . the wildest parts
of the West in sea1·ch of adventur e and whatever
might turn up in the line of fortune or fun.
Right here it will be in order to give a br ief
description of our hero and hi s friends.
Young Wild West was a boy of medium height
and build, and attired in a fancy hunting suit
of buckskin, his long light chestnut hair hanging down over his shoulders, and his head topped
off with a wide-b1·immed sombrero, he certainly
made a dashing picture of just what he was-the .
greatest boy hero the West had ever known at

the time of which we write. He was armed with
a Winchester rifle and a brace of revolvers and
a hunting knife, and rode a splendid sorrel stallion, which he called Spitfire. Arietta Murdock,
his charming sweetheart, was a young miss,
whom some might have called nothing more than
a child. But in spite of this fact, Arietta could
handle a firearm or ride a broncho as well as
the average cowboy or plainsman. She had been
brought up near Fort B1·idger, Wyoming, in a
time when it was dangerous for the settlers of
that region to go far from their homes on account of the raids of the savage Sioux and other
•
redskins.
Cheyenne Charlie, though a man hardened to
the privations and dangers of the Wild West and
every inch a fighter, with a courage that was
never lacking, was proud t o call dashing Young
Wild West his leader. His bronzed face, long
black hair and mustache gave him a sort of distingushed a'p pearance, and he certainly looked like
just what he was, a real Westerner. His wife,
Anna, was a young woman somewhere between
twenty and th:rrty, and though she had not been
born in the West she had been thern quite long·
enough to become u sed to his ways, and it was
through her desire to accompany her husband
when he went about the wildest parts of the coun
try with our hero that made it possible for Arietta and Eloi se to join them. Eloise, who was the
sweetheart of Jim Dart, was a very good-looking
miss of about the same age a s Arietta. She, too,
had become used to the West, and often she had
decla1·ed that she would never feel satisfied to live
in a city or town again. Jim · Dart was a true
Western boy, who had little to say, a s a rule,
but was always ready to do his part when dange r
came.
'l'he t wo Chinamen leading the pack-horses
were brothers and looked ver y much alike, both
being typical of their race. But Hop Wah was
somewhat above the average of the general run
of Chinamen. The fact was that he was often
called Young Wild West's Clever Chinaman, and
this was due to the fact that he was a genuine
magician, and could perform all sorts of mystifying tricks. He was also a very shrewd card
sharp and loved to gamble. But this was not all.
Hop had a great fondness for practical joking,
and the fun he made was not a little. His e:!'!~
great failing was that he was very fond of
tanglefoot, which he invariably called the liquor
that was sold at the mining camps, :.:;ettlements
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and small towns our friends ran across in their this saloon, as we shall call it, were half a dozen
travels. As we find Young Wild West and his lazy-looking Mexicans. One of them, however,
friends looking down upon the lazy Mexican was dressed in a little more cowboy fashion than
vil1age at the foot of the mountains it is nearly the rest, and as he saw the strangers approach
noon rof a very warm day in the fall of the he gave a start and quickly leaped to his feet.
year. Two days before they had stopped at a The very instant the eyes of Young Wild West
small mining camp, and while there Hop had been lighted upon this man he exclaimed:
"There he is! That is Gonzales, the galoot
knocked down by a Mexican and robbed of nearly
• who robbed Hop. I reckon we are in luck, boys.
two thousand dollars.
The Chinaman always carried quite a large Just drop back a little, girls. We may a-s well
sum of money with him, and it was nothing settle this thing right now."
The boy started the sorrel at a quick pace
strange that he should win as much as a thousand dollars at playil).g "dlaw pokee," a s he called and rode rapidly to the saloon, followed by hfs
it. This was a habit that he could not be broken two partners. Meanwhile the Mexican was movof, and since he possessed so many good quali- ing slowly toward a thick clump of trees.
ties Young Wild West and his friends had long
"Hold on there, Mr. Greaser!" Young Wild
since decided to let him have his own way, though West call . I out, in his cool and easy way. "I
they tried to check him as much as possible. reckon we want you. We don't want to make
Many times had the clever Chinaman been the any trouble about it, so you had better give up
direct means of savi.. their lives, and all by the money you stole from our Chinaman. Come
his ability to do the right thing at the right now, the easiest way is the best."
time and because of his wonderful powers of soThe accused man hissed something in Spanish,
called magic. Of course when Hop gambled he and then dropping upon his knee he whipped out
seldom played what might be called a square his revolver. Crack! It was not he who fhed,
game. His ability to do sleight of hand enabled for dashing Young Wild West had divined his
· him to fix the cards just the way he wanted intention, and with remarkable coolness he had
them, and even though those playing with him drawn one of his own six-shooters and fired.
watched him closely, 'they could not detect any- As the report sounded the Mexican leaped to
thing wrong.
his feet, dropping his revolver at the same time.
But the greaser who had robbed him had T-l i bullet had merely grazed his arm, however,
waited until the Chinaman was going from the · so he was not what might be called wounded.
saloon to the camp. He haQ been struck down But it had given him something like a mild
from behind, and though the blow had not in- shock of electricity, and hence it was he relinjured him greatly, it stunned him· enough to pe1·- quished his grasp upon the weapon. Before he
mit the thief to get hold of the money he had could gather himself together to run away Young
with him. Young Wild West had taken the Wild West dashed up. Pointing the still smoktrail of the Mexican shortly after daylight the ing revolver squarely at the Mexican's heart, the
next morning, and they had been following it boy exclaimed:
since that time. It happened that the Mexican's
"Shell out, you sneaking coyote! I want the
horse was minus a shoe, so that it made it quite
you stole from the Chinaman. You hear
easy for them to keep upon the trail. They money
I say!"
had crossed the boundary line but half an hour what
hissed Gonzales, his face turning
before we find them looking down at the little . a "Caramba!"
yellow.
sickly
the
among
nestled
that
houses
adobe
village of
The Mexican shot a glance at those he had
palms and other trees of a semi-tropical nature.
"I reckon ther galoot must be down there in left sitting in front of the saloon. They were
that village, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observed, all standing now, but evidently they did not
a s he rode up near our hero and his sweetheart much like the attitude of Cheyenne Charlie and
and took a look below. "Ther chances are. that Jim Dart, who were both sitting· upon the backs
place will be sorter woke up after we git down of their horses, their revolvers in their hands.
Finding that there was no chance to get out of
there."
Gonzales slowly placed his hand in his coat
"Well, we want to go it a little easy, Charlie," it,
pocket and drew forth a buckskin bag. ' It was
was the boy's reply. "There is no use of going easy
to tell by the jingle that it cont.a ined money.
there and strating ·a rumpus right away. We
_ "Here, take day money!" he said, his eyes
will just find a place somewhere and pitch our flashing
a light that indicated plainly how
camp. Then we will look around for this man, much he with
would have been pleased to k-ill the boy
who I have been informed is called Gonzales."
·and there.
The party were now near the foot of the de- then
called out Wild, withou't taking his eyes
"Hop,"
further
little
a
gone
had
they
scent, and when
they saw several Mexican women, who were work- from the villain, "come here and get your money.
ing in the fields, staring at them. But they paid I want you to count it and see if it is all here."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," a voice piped from
little attention to them, for they had been in
that part of the country so many times that they the rear, and then up came Hop Wah, riding
·
were quite used to its ways. They rode to ·the upon his piebald cayuse.
The Chinaman's face wore a smile of satisfoot of the descent, and then started along a
broad wagontrail that led directly to the little faction as he dismounted. Without any hesitavillage. At the end of a little square that con- tion he stepped up and took the buckskin bag
tained a number of wide-leafed shade trees stood from the hand of Gonzales. Taking off his hat
.o:ne of the little })laces where refreshments might he quickly dumped the contents of the bag into
be obtained that are so common in Mexico. it~ There were many goia pieces, a few silver
Lounl!"inl!" idly on chairs near the entrance to ones and a roll of -g reenbacks there, and when
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he quickly counted the money over he looked at
Wild and said:
"Me gottee allee money, Misler Wild, so be.
He no takee lillee bit from um bag. Me velly
muchee 'bligee."
The last was said to Gonzales, whose brow
darkened more than ever at the sarcasm shown
by the Chinaman. Hop quickly dumpe~ t_he money
back into the bag, and then placed 1t m one of
the many pockets his lose-fitting coat contained.
"I reckon that will be about a,11, Se11or Gonzales " said our hero, nodding to the Mexican.
"Yoil. can go now. But just take my advice and
don~t look for satisfaction. I reckon you know
who I am. I know I am on Mexican soil, but
that won't stop me one bit from putting a bull¢t
through your heart if I think you a1·e looking fo1·
it. Light out now, you sneaking coyote!"
Gonzales uttered a frightened cry, and then
leaped off and disappeared among the trees.
Without dismounting Young Wild West turned
his horse and rode slowly back to where the girls
were waiting.
"I reckon we'll go on up the mountain again,"
he said to them. "We will stop where that little
cascade is about three miles above and go into
camp. It is a pretty hot day, --and the horses
need a couple of hours' rest."
·
Then they turned and rode away from the viiCHAPTER II.-A Stranded Trio.
Just about the same time that Young Wild
West and his friends stai-ted to leave the Mexican village three men riding mules came to. a
'halt in exactly the place whe1·e Wild_ had decided to stop and take a rest. Two of the strangers were negroes, and by the clothes they wore
it would have been easy to guess that they
either did or had belonged to a traveling show.
One had a guitar slung over his shoulders and
the other a banjo. The t11ird man was a cleanshaven Southerner, with beady black· eyes and
an expression of countenance that indicated
shrewdness. He wore what had once been a
black dress suit, but now it was brown with the
dust of travel. His high silk hat looked as
though it .qad been run over by a vehicle, while
what once had been a snowy-white shirt front
was now a stained and dirty piece of linen. Big
bundles were tied behind the saddles of each
of them, which showed that ,they had something
in the way of . an outfit with them.
"Well, boys." said the white man, with a drawl,
"I reckon this looks to be quite a comfortable
place. We'll stop here for a while. There is
plenty of shade here, and that water looks cooling. A rest of an hour or two wm do us good.
Then we'll push on and ·_try and find the town
we are looking for. Wherr we do find it we
won't be long in raking in a few Mexican dollars, I reckon. You two have stuck to me, and
you can bet that we are going back rich. These
mountains are full of gold, and if we are lucky
enough, we'll find some of it. But we won't
starve while we are doing it, for we can give a
show that is bound to draw in the coin every
time we feel the need of money. I was told
that there were lots of little towns and villages
scattered around these parts."
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"I guess yo' done know what yo' talk about,
Boss Grubb," one of the darkies answered, quickly. "Dis place suttinly do look nice. De air
done hab a soothin' .way about it. After dinner
I'se goin' to take a nap."
"Better t'ink what youse goin' to hab fo' dinner first, Abe," the other darky observed, while
a sickly grin showed on his ebony face. "I happens to know <lat dere ain't so mu.c h left to eat."
"We'll eat what we've got and trust to luck
to get more," the boss spoke up. "You don't
for an instant think that a man of great learning and experience can be overcome by such
petty things, do you? Why, things are sure to
go our way, if we only keep on working for
them. You two coons have stuck by me; the
oth,ers left me. That means that you are going
to be rich when we go back. Don't think that
I came down in the'se parts fo1· the sole purpose
of giving a show, boys. I had another object
in view. That object was to find gold somewhere in these mountains. The show business
was simply to pay expenses, that's all. You
leave it to me! We'll have plenty to eat and
drink before long; and ·we'll have so much money
we won't know what to do with it."
"Do we git de back salary, too, Boss Grubb?"
queried the first who had spoken.
"Certainly; but you won't think much about
the paltry sum I owe you when we find a big
pile of gold. The back salary will be forgotten
then, you can bet!"
The two darkies looked pleased at this. The
fact was that they had, right along, posse~sed
the greatest of confidence in David Grubb, the
boss of the show that had started out ·from El
Paso three months before. Things had gone
decidedly wrong for the past three weeks, and
the show had disbanded in a mining camp not
far from Tombstone, Arizona. There was no
money in the treasury to pay the performers,
so nine of the company of twelve had quit the
game, so to speak. But the two darkies, Abe
and Jeff, had stuck to the boss, and they we-re
sticking to him yet, virtually living in the hope
that what he said about finding a big pile of
gold , :ould come true. It was very little they
had to eat, that was a fact. But they di smounted
from the tired mules, and relieving them of
the big bundles they had been carrying in addition to their own weight, the t hree men proceeded to make arrangements for something that
might pass as a meal, on a pinch, a nyhow.
But first they refreshed themselves with a drink
-0f cool water from the litle cascade. This seemed
to have the effect of cheering them up not a
little, and when they sorted over their supply
of provi sions and found it to consist of a small
chunk of bacon that could n ot have weighed
more than a pound, about a quart of corn meal,
five potatces and about six pounds of s alt,
the prospect was anything but a cheering one.
A shotgun or rifle they did not possess, or they
might have been al:>le to shoot some game. There
was certainly plenty of it in the mountains they
had traveled over. The only thing in the line
of weapons they had save that each possessed
a sheath knife was a small revol:ver of .22 caliber, which David Grubb declared had often stood
him in good stead. This would have been taken
as a joke by the average cowbo.v, though it
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t 'nly'" exclaimed the showman, rub. f t'
·
"Why, cer a1
h t
t
~ith sa_tis aucn1toend. and then the
hands
his
bing
or
s
a
effective
prove
bt
d
,
d1smo
kly
d
really woul~ no odu kies were busy starting a_
All han s qmcd d t unload the pack-horses.
meal the showman
range. While the ar d
d ob en taken care of propfire to prepar~ the n~~ !~d . proceeded to lo~k Chinaman procee
v!r to the fire the darkies
drew forth_ th_1s wtelapt his little revolv~1· was ~n When the horse5ik
it over. Fmdmg ia 'd Grubb put in back m erly our hero wd e . o that they had not much
pretty good shape, Davt1 'k'ng an easy position had started, an seem: . d.
·t for their dinner,fhelkso as1~ervaebo.ut out of grub."
d t
cket and then s n i
h'
· kl
d
"I J.·eckon you O
c1"';sl~o the falling water he prepare O wai
"Dat's right, sar," Abe answere / qmc
until the meal -was 1·eady. But he had barely
hab, 'cep de bos. H1s
got himself in this shape when th~ sounds made "Dis is all de grub we
,,,
y
k
by. approaching horses came to his E:ars.
a, ya, ya.
now.
you
"Hello!" -he exclaimed, leaping to his feet. "I name am Grubb,
the
against
echoed
darky
the
of
laugh
The
·reckon somebody is coming, boys."
for Cheyenne
rkies had heard the sounds, too, and cliffs, and it seemed to be catching,
The da
h Charli,e joined in with - a loud guffaw, and then
h
.
.
the rest followed suit.
they stood looking in the. direction as t oug
"You're what I call a mighty comical sort of a
they feared it might be an enemy. The next
galoot," the scout declared, a s b,e wiped his eyes
minute Young Wild West came into view.
"Hello, strangers!" said Wild, in his cool and with his bandana handkerchief. "l see. you
easy way. "I reckon you got ahead of us. This have got a banjo there, I reckon it wouldn't be
is the exact spot we had in mind to pitch our a bad idea if yer was to give us a little tune."
"All right, sar. If my pai·dner will 'tend to
camp. But what are you doing in this part of
the country, anyway? You certainly don't look de cookin', I suttinly will."
"Never mind about the cooking," spoke up our
as though you belong here."
"This is all that's left of my show, young hero. "We have got a Chinese cook here, and he
h f
1 th t ~ b
t
·11
now become
fellow," answered Grub, who had
or
e enoug
a wi
soon ge up a mea
satisfied that nothing need be feared from the wi
con, meal and
us all. I see you have got
bad,
so
not
is
strangers. "We've been in an awful streak of potatoes there. Of course that
bad luck lately. We heard there was a town if a fellow is mighty hungry; but I reckon
not far from lb.ere, and we were heading for it, we have got something that will top that off
so we might give a show and take in a few dol- a bit. We have got venison steaks, quail and
lars. Now then, I suppose it will be a fair bear-meat in plenty,, besides flour and other
question to ask what you are doing around here? things. We always go pretty well supplied, you
know, Mr. Grubb:"
The ladies seem to be out of place here."
"Grubb! Yes, that is my name. I forgot to
The showman smiled as he said this, for he
knew very well that the question was not out of tell you, Young Wild West. I am David Grubb,
one of the leading showmen of old New Orleans.
place.
"Oh, we hav_e a way of being almost anywhere," I have been a veJ'Y successful man in my day,
our hero retorted, as he dismounted. "We make but just now I am pretty well run down. But
it our l)usiness to travel all around through the it is all right. I didn't come out in this wild
part of th\) country just for the purpose of
wildest parts of, the country, you know."
"Is that so?" and Grubb's face lighted up. making money by giving a show; I had some"Maybe I can -guess who you are, since you have thing else in view. I expect to find a lot of
gold somewhere around these mountains."
sa'd that much."
"Well, I hope you are successful. Mr. Grubb."
boss."
can,
you
"Maybe
"I know I will be successful, Young Wild West.
"Well, you are Young Wild West."
I kept telling that to the members of my com- _
"You have stl'Uck it right the first time."
"I thought so. The moment you said you mad~, pany, all along, but Abe and Jeff were the
it vour business to tl'avel around through the only ones who would listen to me. T-hey have
wildest parts of the West it came to me like a stuck to me, so I am going to stick to them."
Young Wild West had already come to the
flash. I have heard of you and your friends,
you see. Young Wild West, eh? Well, I think conclusion that 't he showman was a pretty good
sort of fellow, so he resolved to give him what
·we ar.e not in such bad luck, after all, boys."
As he said this he turned to the two darkies, help he could, since he certainly was in need of
it. The darky now started in playing upon his
who were now grinning broadly.
"Dat am right, Boss Grubb," said Abe. "We banjo, and soon he raised his voice in a rollickdone hear all about Young Wild West, didn't ing old southern song. He had gone through the
first ve;i;.se and had started on the chorus when
we, Jeff?"
"We suttinly did dat," the other answe1·ed. a sharp crack of a rifle sounded.
"Look out, boys!" exclaimed Young Wild West,
"I often done say dat I like to meet de young
geadshot. I read about him in de papers at as he heard the hum of the bullet as it passed
his head. "I· reckon the greasers are after us!"
rombstone, too."
Young Wild West had hardly expected to hear
Our friends were all smiling now, for there
was something that was just enough .::omical •· from Gonzales so soon. He quickly motioned for
about the two darkies that appealed 70 their his companions to get to cover, and then d:ropping to the ground he crept in the direction the
sense of humor.
"Well, I reckon there is room enough for all shot had come from. Holding his revolver ready
of us .here," our hero said, _after a few more for instant use, Wild crept forward. As he
words had been spoken. "We were going to reached the bushes he paused, and pulling some
rest for a couple of hours, so we will all stop lea.v es aside he was able to look down the side
of a hHI. He was just in time to see several
together." A
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men creeping along to the left. · They were Mexi-
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two of our friends returning they looked still
cans. He could tell that at the ·first glance. more uneasy._
"Where is 0heyenne Charlie?" the showman
But which of them was Gonzales he could not see,
for some of them quickly disappeared from sight asked, uneasily.
"He is back there watching to see what the
behind a clump of woods. Wild _hurried along,
taking care to keep below the highest part of a . greasers are up to," Wild answered, smiling at
ridge that lay between him and the place he the man.
"Oh! what did you do to them?"
had seen the villains heading for. Charlie and
"Oh, we simply ?hot the l).ats of three of them
Jim came after him in a hurry, and by the time
he'had covered a hundred yards they caught up off their heads, and then as they were running
away I gave the leader of the gang another shot.
with him.
"Take it easy, boys," said the young deadshot, I clipped a· lock of .hair from his head·, just to
in a whisper. "I hardly think the galoots mean hurry him along a little. I reckon they won't
to approach the camp. They are sneaking off to bother us for a while now."
"Say! but this is bad business, isn't it?"
some hiding place, I reckon. They will wait a
David Grubb acted as though he felt that it
while, and then if they find . that nothing happens . to interfere with them they will take an- was heardly safe to remain there.
"Well, I don't know," and our hero smiled
other chance at the camp. But I reckon we
will find out what they are up to before we eat again. "You might call it bad business, I sup11
h'
k
I
our dinner."
Meanwhile our hero continued creeping on pose. But rec on everyt mg wi be all right.
Just take it easy. We are going to have somearnund the rocks and through the patches of thing to eat pretty soon, arid then perhaps you
bushes he came to, and in a very few minutes he will feel better. We heard in the mining camp
reached the side of a rather steep descent. He we stopped at the other day th:J.t this man
peered cautio~ly over the edge and saw seven Gonzales was the leader of a crowd of Mexican
Mexicans lying in a patch of bushes not moi·e bandits. I suppose he has got his gang together
than two hundred feet below him. He could
see them plainly now, and it was easy to rec·og- now. No doubt they would kill :gi.e if they could
and rob us of what we have got in the line of
nize that one of them was Gonzales, the villain money and valuables. But don't fea1· that anyw e are so used to
·11 h
l'k l
who had been forced to give up the money he th"
appen.
mg i e t iat Wl
had stolen from the Chinaman. It was evident
that the Mexicans were rather timid about do- · dealing with such villains that we have a way
ing anything; they seemed to be more watchful of our own that generally beats them all out."
"You're a wonderful boy, You:pg Wild West,"
for dange1· than anything else just then. Wild
waited until Charlie and Jim reached his side and the showman nodded his head and showed
plainly that he meant what he said.
and saw them, and then he said:
"Well, that's all right. I can't help it if I
"Now, boys, I 1·eckon we'd better give the
galoots to understand that we are not afraid of am. I suppose it is because I was born that
them. But I don't want any of them hurt just way. Still, I have cultivated it a whole lot, I
now. I am going to take a shot at the hat of will admit."
The young deadshot now looked around, and
Gonzales, and you two can pick out a couple of
the others to do the same thing, too. Be sure you when he found that Wing, the cook, had started
another fire and was busy preparing the noondon't hit anything· more than their hair."
His two partners nodded, and the next minute · day meal, he gave a nod of satisfaction. The
the rifles of all three were pointing over the fact was that both the Chinamen went ahead
top of the hill. Crang, crang, crang! Three with their work no matter what happened in
shots rang out so close together that the reports the line of excitement, so long as an open atwere almost blended into one. The result was ta.c k was not made upon the camp. In that case
that the Mexicans started to their feet and ran they immediately took to shelter. Anna, the
in almost every direction, yelling excitedly and scout's wife, now started in to assist the cook
acting as though they thought every minute was in his work. While he was preparing the cofgoing to be their last on earth. Neither Wild fee, venison and guail, she busied herself maknor his partners had missed the mark, and three ing some corn muffins. The fire was a good big
of the scoundrels were left bareheaded in their one, so when she was ready she put a pan over
, the one in which she had placed the muffins and
mad rush for safety.
"Great gimlets·!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, then thrust it into t?e. coals, taking care to
laughing loudly. "I never seen sich a lot of co~er the top pan :,ivith some of the embers.
Bemg some~hat relieved \~hen he found how
galoots in my life. Jest look at 'em!"
Ci-ang! Young Wild West fired again, and easy our friends were takmg the matter, the
this time the bullet clipped a lock of hair from sho"'.man no~ stepped over and watched the prothe head of Gonzales, just as he was rounding a ceedm~s. The fact was that he was quite hunbig rock below. Then Wild asked Charlie to gry, smce the breakfast he had eaten had not
remain a little while and watch the greasers. counted for a great deal. He had been without
Wild and Jim now arose to theil- feet and started coffee two or three days, and the odor that came
back to the camp just as though nothing out from the big pot that was now steaming away
o~ the ~1-dinary ?ad happened. They fou~d the over the fire seemed to sharpen his appetite
girls quite at then· ease, for they bad experienced greatly.
"You can go ahead and finish that song now
so much in that particula1· line that they did
not get frightened, as the average person would if you like," said . Wild, nodding to the darky
have done. But Grubb and his two darkies were called Abe.
"All right, sar," was the reply, and the result
certainly much alarmed, and when they saw but
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was that the banjo \vas soon twanging away
·
again.
He showed himself to be quite a clever artist,
and when Jeff joined in the chorus their voices
echoed to the cliffs and back again. Soon Wing
announced supper was ready. All hands ate
heartily of the food that had been cooked, and
then Wild went over to relieve the scout. He
learned from him that nothing had been seen
of the Mexicans, so he decided that they must
be waiting until they recovered themselves from
the fright they had received.

CHAPTER III.-Wild Is Caught By the Bandits.
. "Did you see anything of the scoundrels?"
David Grubb asked, as Cheyenne Charlie came
back to the camp to get his dinner.
"Not after we started 'em on ther run," , was
the reply. "But I ,reckon they ain't so vePy far
away. Wild says as how we're goin' --t~r stay
right here for ther rest of ther 'day. He ain't
goin' ter give the:r greasers a chance to lay · in
a:inbush somewhere for us. I reckon if you've
got any money about yer you had better stay
too, 'cause ther chances is that they'll keep a
watch on us, an' if they see yer leave it wouldn't
be long afore they would hold yer up." ·
"Well, I hardly think they would get much
if they were to hold me up," and the 'Showman
smiled. "I am pretty well broke."
He looked :.t the two darkies as he said this,
and they both nodded and grinned. The thing to
do now was to get big stones and boulders in
position so they might be used to shield them
in case of an attack from the bandits. As soon
as they saw what Jim was doing the showman
and his two darkies at once lent a hand. Then
Hop joined in, and the result was that they were
soon rolling the stones and boulders where they
wanted them. Jim understood just what should
be done, so under his direction the work progressed so rapidly that by the time Charlie had
finished eating it was well under way. Then
he lent a hand with a crownar, and the result
was that in less than half an hour they had
formed a regular barricade: But in spite of
this the greasers, if they were thoughtful enough
to do it, might climb trees and creep to the top
of some high place and have a good chance to
shoot at them in camp.
There was no possible way to avoid this, so
it was simply a case of taking such chances.
But Charlie and Jim knew pretty well that if
they kept a sharp watch not more than one
shot could be fired, anyway. If that happened
to miss them they would be perfectly safe, for
they could easily hide themselves behind the
rocks. Even the horses were placed inside the
barricade, for they did not want to give the villains a chance. to sneak up after dark and make
away with them. Just then Wild came back
to the camp.
"What are yer goin' to do now, Wi\d?" asked
the ,,cout, for he could easily guess that the young
deacl.shot had formed some plan.
"Well, I thought I would go out and find
where tlie bandits are," was the reply. "I saw
nothing of them while I was up there, and that
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nieans that there is no telling just what they
might be up to. You just keep a good watch for
a while. I am going to take a little scout
around."
Then the boy left his rifle at the camp and
walking back to the cliff he proceeded to work
his way along to the right. He had no idea
that the Mexicans had turned in that direction,
though he had really not seen them go that
way. But by the looks of the country in that
direction it was just the kind of place they would
be likely, to hide. in. One thing he was quite
ce1·tain of, and that was that Gonzales and his
men had not gone back to the village. Proceeding cautiously; he at last began ascending a
rise, for the rocks and bushes were plentiful.
Once at the top of this he saw a ravine lying
probably a quarter of a mile beyond. It struck
him right away that probably the bandits were
the1·e. Without making a sound that could be
heard more than a dozen feet, the boy kept on
and gradually neared the ravine. The next
minute his sharp ears detected the sounds made
by low voices.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "I
reckon I've made no mistake. The galoots are
here in the ravine."
The sounds came from the left, so turning in
that direction, the boy crept noiselessly forward.
As he was passing a thick clump of bushes two
men suddenly leaped upon him. Wild was not
thinking about anything like that happening just
then, so !Je was taken completely by surprise.
He raised his revolver to fire, but before he
could, pull the trigger the weapon was knocked
out of his hand. Then the two villains sprang
upon him and a desperate stuggle ensued. But
the brave boy had been taken at a big disadvantage, and though he managed to hold his own
for the space of a few seconds, it soon went
against him. He was disarmed and his arms
were bound to his sides.
"Now, you dog of an Americano !" exclaimed
one of the Mexicans, for Mexican3 they were,
sure enough, "we go a-you. You come to Gonzales, day leader of day bandits. He will sentence you to death. Ha, ha, ha!"
"That's all right, greaser," the boy answered,
coolly. "Go ahead with your game. Gonzales
may sentence me to death, but that don't say
that I am going to die."
Down into the ravine the two g1·easers dragged our helpless hero, and the next moment
he found himself before Gonzales and the rest
of the band.
CHAPTER IV.-Wild Is Put In A Prison.
Wild knew he was surely in for it now. But
he had a way of making the best of such things,
and when he was dragged before the bandit leader he was as cool as h~ had ever been in his life.
A fiendish smile lit up the face of Gonzales as
he looked upon the helpless boy.
"So I have got the great Young Wild West,
have I?" he said, in remarkably good English,
for he had been so much in contact with Americans that he .had learned the language very well.
"I reckon that's about the size of it, Mr. Greaser," Wild answered, without the least hesitation,
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whlle his eyes looked fully into that of the villain, unflinchingly.
"Well, Seno1· Young Wild West, I suppose . you
know what it means?"
"Oh, I suppose you mean to kill me," was the
rathe1· unexpected retort.
"You do think that, eh?"
"Oh, yes. From what I have heard of you,
you are just the sort of a galoot to take advantage of a helpless prisoner."
"Ha ha ha!"
The;e w~s a metallic ring in the villain's voice
as he laughed.
"So you think I am a very bad man, do you,
.
senor?"
"Well, I heard you .yere the leader of a gang
of villainous bandits, so I suppose you must be a
bad man."
·'That's right. You hea!·d cor~·ectly._ I am
Gonzales, the bandit, who 1s makmg himself . a
terror on both sides of the border. In the village below is is my home. All who live there
are my friends . I have been good to them, and
they protect me from my enemies. When the
Rurales come to look for me in the village they
are told by every man, woman and child that
I am not there, though I may be drinking wine
and enoying myself in one of the houses at the
time. Ha, ha, ha! Senor Young Wild West, I
am Gonzales, the powe~·ful, the bold, the brave,
the tenor of all Amencanos. I prey upon the
traveler and I take his gold and give it away to
the poor. I am the greatest bandit that ever
/
lived. Ha, ha, ha!"
"I consider you more of a bluffer than anything else," said Wild, smiling faintly. "You can
b1·ag faster than a ho1·se can run. But 11ever
mind telling me how g1;eat you ar~: the q~estion is, what are you gorng to do with me, smce
you have caught me?"
"Kill you," c.. me the reply, with a hiss, whi11~
the blow of the villain darkened.
"Oh.! when are you going to do it?"
"Not just yet, senor. One of my men has
told me all about you. He met you once at'
the other side of the border, and he tells me
that you are considered to be the most daring of
all the Americanos, though you are but a boy.
You have wrought ruin to many of my people
and that makes me anxious to kill you. But it
shall not be an easy death, Young Wild West.
You must suffer. It would be too kind to kill
you instantly. I will take you down to the village and you shall be locked into a dungeon until
I get ready to kill you. In the meantime, your
friends will be looking for you. Ha, ha, ha!
That means that they', too, shall die, though I
shall not take the trnuble to make them prisoners: They shall be shot down as fast as they
appear, and the money the'y have will be turned
over to me to do with as I please. Now, Senor
Young Wild West, what do you think about it?"
"Oh, I reckon it is all right," was the cool
retort. "I have dealt with such galoots as you
before, Gonzales. You couldn't sca1·e me• if you
kept on talking for an hour. I am not that sort
of a boy, you know."
"You are very bold, I see. But some of that
will soon be taken from. you."
Then the bandit leader t urned to his followers
and said something in Spanish. Wild understood
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the language pretty well, and he knew that the
o~der was that he should be taken at once t o th~
village. Of course all the Mexicans are not of
that stamp, any more than are .Americans. But
~oung Wild West had found so many of them in
his travels that he had learned t o despise the
~-ace, as_a rule. He knew their ways of fightmg so well that he never feared any of them as
long as he could face them; no: matter how many
the1·e might be against him. But with his hands
bound to his sides, the boy could do nothing but
wait foT something to turn up in his favor. It
was not very encouraging to him when he found
that he was to be taken to the village, for that
meant that his partners might have a hard
tas~ of e_ffecting his_ rescue. But that they would
do 1t, with the assistance of Arietta and Hop
'
he never once doubted.
In a very few minutes he was lifted to the back
of a horse, and then all of the bandits, save
one who ":as left to keep a watch upon the camp
of our fnends, started down the mountainside.
It was not more than fifteen minutes before
they reached the village. But Gonzales, even
though. he h_ad boasted that all those living there
were his fnends, took care not to ride past the
adobe houses with his prisoner. He chose a
path tliat led around to the rear of the collection
of houses, and then at last headed straight for
a somber-looking building that had but one window- which was alm~ entirely concealed from
view among the trees. Wild guessed right away
that this was· to be his prison, but still he did
not show signs of any fear. The Mexicans seemed delighted by what they had accomplished, and
they proceeded to taunt him as he was lifted
from the back of the horse.
"That's all right, greasers," said the boy, in
his cool and easy way. "Go ahead and have your
fun, My turn will come later on, I reckon."
Around to the front' of the adobe stl'ucture
he was conducted, and then he saw that a stone
wall perhaps eight 'feet high ran from it to the
rea;r of a rather pretentious looking dwelling.
This no doubt was the home of the bandit chief.
Anyhow, he surmised that to be the fact. Gonzales now drew a bunch of keys from his pocket
and unlocked the rusty iron door that opened into
the wall. Then with a bandit walking on either
side Wild was forced to enter. It was a little
court that he found himself in now, and as he
looked a1:ound he saw that the room of the adobe
house was right before him. But it was not into
this house that he was to be taken, as he soon
found out ..
Taking another key fr om his bunch Gonzales
unlocked a door that led into the little building
that looked so gloomy. A small grated window
let in light and air near the top, and this was
all that could be seen in .that line. A disagreeable odor pervaded the dungeon-like place, for
since the sun probably never entered it, there was
anything but purity existing there. The floor
was of stone, and at the sides were several chains
fastened to the wall by bolts and rings. · To
one of these the dashing young deadshot was
conducted, and at a word fr om the bai;idit chief
the chain was passed about his waist, drawn
t ightly and then Jinked. To make him doubly
secm·e one of the bandits got a hammer and a
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small chunk of iron, and with these he hammered
the link into place.
"There!" exclaimed Gonzales, smiling in a fiendish way. "If you can get away now, Young
Wild West, you ,are at liberty to go ahead. But
even if you are strong enough to break that chain
I hardly think you can get out of your prison.
You can untie his hands, Gaspardo."
The boy felt a•thrill of joy when he heard
this. He knew very well that with his hands
free he would. stand a much better chance. While
the chain looked as though it could not be broken,
he could not help thinking that he might be.
able to accomplish it. If he did that he would
take his chances at getting out of the prison,
since he knew that the walls were of the sun-dried
brick. When the orders of the bandit had been
carried out he paused long enough to make an
examination of the chain himself, and then he
turned and led the '"'ay from the building. The
iron door was shut and Wild plainly heard the
lock turned. He was placed in a rather different
position than anything that had happened to
him in a long time. There was nothing in the
dungeonlike place, which was not more than
ten feet square, save a few bundles of straw.
Not a piece of wood, stone or iron that might
serve him as a weapon, in case he should need it,
was to be seen. He heard the footfalls gradually die out as the villains went away, and then
he turned his attention to the chain that held
him fast to the wall. It was very rusty; that
he noticed right away. How long it had been
there he did not know, but it seemed as though
it was a very old chain, indeed.
"I reckon it won't take much strength to
break this," he muttered, as he began feeling
about his waist. "The galoots certainly put it
around me good and tight, and it will be impossible to slip it, I suppose."
He felt over it two or three times before he
selected a link to begin operations upon. He
worked this around so he could use both hands
upon it readily, and then he ' began pulling and
twisting. The pulling did not amount to anything, but the twisting did. Pieces of the rusty
iron slipped away from the link every time he
put a pressure upon it, and when he had spent
ten minutes at it he had the satisfaction of
seeing the link part.
"I reckon I'll fool the galoots a little," he
exclaimed, as he threw aside his shackles. "Gonzales is a yery clever villain, but he seemed to
forget the fact that even a chain will lose its
strength in time. Now then, I'll see if I can
find a way to get out of this prison."
The boy coolly walked around the narrow
place, examining eve1·y crack and crevice he came
to. But there seemed no chance of b1·eaking
through the wall, especially as he had nothing in
the way of a tool to work with. The little square
window with the iron bars across it was near
. the top of the square apartment. Wild found
that he could just reach the sill by standing on
his tiptoes. He grasped it by both hands and endeavored to pull himself up, l;mt the mud blocks
ctumbled away and refused to allow him a good
hold. Several times he tried it but the result
was the same.
"If I only had a knife, I reckon I might cut
through this wall," he thought. as he paused and
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looked around him. "But since I have not got
will answer
one, I may find something else that
1
the same purpose."
He felt irr his pockets, but could find absolutely
nothing that could be utilized. The bandits had
gone through him and had taken the few dollars he happened to have with him, as well as
everything else, save a few loose matches that
happened to be in one of the pockets of his coat.
As he felt them Wild decided to look in the
dark corners for something that might come in
handy. Striking one of the matches he proceeded
to do this, and almost tl\e first thing his hands
rested upon was a short iron bar that looked as
though it might have come from the single window of the place. It was lying on the stony
floor partly covered with rotten straw, and herice
it was that he l~ad not seen it before. He weighed
his find carefully in his hand and decided that
it must weigh at least two pounds. This would
certainly help him a great deal, for if it would
not force an opening through the adobe wall it
certainly could be used as a weapon if any of
his captors came back. That one of them at
least would come the boy felt certain.
He was 1·ight in this supposition, for when
he had been making slow headway at forcing a
hole through the wall, and over half an hour had
elapsed since he began he heard footsteps on the
stone flagging outside his prison. The boy ceased
his wo1·k instantly and quickly ran over to the
spot where he had been chained. He 'sat do\Yn
. and drew the broken chain about him, so it would
appear that he was still secured there. The iron
bar he hid behind him, and then waited. The
next ·minute a key grated in the lock and the
door swung open, admi-tting one of the bandits.
who was carrying part of a loaf of -bread and
a :;tone jug of water.
"Maybe dey American boy want to eat and
drink," said the Mexican, smiling in a sarcastic
way, as he held out what he carried. "It is vena
good bread; it only a month old. Dey water
verra good and sweet. It come from dey hole
where dey refuse is thrown. Yom1g Wild West
eat and drink plenty. Ha, ha, ha!"
"That's all right, greaser," replied the boy,
never once letting the villain know but that he
was still a prisoner, hard an.d fast. "If I got
very hungry and thil'sty I will use what you
have brought. But maybe I won't have to stay
here long enough for that. My friends will come
and get me before long."
"If your friends come they soon get shot.
That's what Gonzales want."
The bandit stepped forward and knelt to place
·the bread and water jug on the floor. The moment he did this Wild threw aside the chain and
leaped to his feet. Spat! His clenched 1',st shot
out and caught the Mexican squarely upon the
jaw, sending him to the floor. Then seizing the
iron bar the boy dealt him a blow that caused
him to lie motionless .
"I guess I am boss of the situation now!" he
exclai~d, as a smile lit up his handsome face.
"Now then, to get out of.here."
CHAPTER V.-Arietta Is Captured.
As Gonzales left the dungeonlike place and
lo,cked the door upon Young Wild West he walked
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straight to the rear of the adobe house at the
other end of the court, followed by his men. A
door was opened promptly by a prepossessing
woman of thirty. That was the bandit's sister,
for he was unmarried, and when in the village
he made his home there.
"What have you done, brother?" the Mexican
woman asked. "I saw you take a boy who seemed
to be an American to the dark chamber."
"That is right, Juanita," was the repl}7, "That
boy is the worst enemy I have. He 1s Young
Wild West, the American boy who has won a
great reputation as a hunter of bandits and the
like. He followed me to the saloon and forced
Jl'.le to give up nearly two thousand dollars that
I had taken from the Chinaman who is employed
by him. He caught me befo1·e I could get away,
and at the point of his revolver I was forced to
give him the money. Then, when he went away
I called some of my brave men and followed.
I had the good fortune to capture the boy, and
I brought him here at once, leaving his friends
upon the mountainside. They no doubt have
plenty of money with them, so I am now going
to try and get it, and at the same time put an
end to their lives for daring to come upon Mexican soil after me."
The conversation was carried on in Spanish,
of course, and when her brother had finished
speaking Juanita, as he called her, gave a nod
of approval, which showed that she was in perfect accord with him in his vile calling. Then
it became evident that the bandit called Gaspardo
wa1, her husband, for he embraced her and spoke
to her in a way that was reassuring.
"Why did you bring the Ame1·ican boy here?"
she asked, after a few words of conversation had
passed.
" So I might keep him until I decided upon a
way to kill him," Gonzales replied, quickly. "I
But I
am going away now, as I just said.
will leave one of my men here to keep a watch
upon the jail. He will find something' that is
scarcely fit to eat and drink and take it to him,
Eo he might be taunted while he waits for the
death that is sure to come to him. The bandit did
not linger at the house very long, but passing
on through to the front he left it, five of the
six who had accompanied him from the mountainside going with him, the sixth one remaining.
The villains soon mounted .their horses, and then
taking the same route they had followed to get
there, they rode back and were soon ascending
the path to the rugged mountain again. They
knew the way thoroughly, so it was not difficult
for them to get back to the spot where they
had left the bandit to watch our friends. When
they arrived there they did not find him at
first, but before very long they saw him signaling from a clump Of trees a hundred yards above
them. Gonzales promptly answered the signals,
and then he was made to understand that the
man wanted him to come up there.
"Two of them have gone from the camp," said
the watcher. "They have be8Il looking around
for the boy we captured. It is less than an
hour since he disappeared, but they· must have
thought that something had happened to him.
I had all I could do to kee~ from being found by
them, but I managed, Senor Gonzales."
"Good!" exclaimed , the bandit leader, as he
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nodded his head. "So there are not many now
at the camp then?"
"The1·e a1·e three there that you know nothing
of~' was the reply. "Another Americano and
two black men are now there. The 1·est are
.senoritas, I think, and two Chinamen."
"One of them is a senora," Gonzales answered,
quickly. "She is the wife of the tall man with
the long black hair. I learned that much in the
mining camp on the American side when I took
the Chinaman's money. But I should like to
see them. Where are they?"
"Come this way, and you can get a good look."
The bandit leader followed the man through
the bushes a short distance, and then they reached a spot from which they could look upon the
camp of our friends.
"Well," said Gonzales, after he had taken in
all that could be seen, "I hardly think those at
the camp would make much resistance. It occurs to _me that it would b~ a good plan to
capture one of the senoritas. That one with the
yellow hair is the sweetheart of Young Wild
~
West."
His companion nodded, while a cruel smile
•
played about his lips.
"She would make a beautiful senora for you,
Senor Gonzales," he ventured.
"Yes, she is really a beautiful girl," was the
reply. "I will get her. It may be that she will
be willing to marry me. If so, it will be so
much the better. At any rate, if I make up my
mind to wed her she shall certainly be my bride.
See here! are you willing to help me get the girl
right now?"
"Yes, Senor Gonzales. I am willing to follow
you anywhere."
"It is well, then. Come; we will creep up close
to the camp and probably we may soon have
the chance we desire."
The two villains now began working their way
toward the camp of our friends. As they neared
it they became more convinced that the resistance that might be offered would not be so
very much, since they could easily see that!Rieither the strange white man nor the two negroes
seemed to be armed. But the girls were, and
as each of them held rifles in their hands the
two Mexicans decided that they must proceed
with the utmost caution. There was no doubt
in their minds that the girls could shoot, and
shoot straight, too. With great stealth they
crept nearer and nearer, and soon they were so
close to the ca'/1lp that they could hear the sounds
of voices. The fact was that Arietta, Anna and
Eloise were very much worried over what had
happened. Charlie and Jim had gone to look for
Wild haH an hour before, and when they came
back to the camp in a hurry and reported that
they had found evidences of a struggle not far
away, and also the prints of men's feet, as well
as those of horses' hoofs, it had been taken for
granted that Wild had been caught by the Mexican bandits. Then it was that Charlie and
Jim mounted their horses and started for the
Mexican village, since 'they had found that the
trail pointed that way.
Arietta had been left in charge of the camp,
and though ·she was but a girl in her teens ~he
was quite capable of putting up a strong fight
in case it was required. While Gonzales and
/
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his man were lying within fifty feet of the camp
the brave girl arose and began pacing back and
forth, her rifle lying in the hollow of her left
arm, ready for instant use. David Grubb, the
showman, was very anxious, as were the two
darkies. They took care to stay behind the rocks,
for they no doubt expected an attack at any
moment. Hop and Wing were watching too,
especially the former, who was really anxious to
start out and help in the search for Wild. When
Gonzales saw the girl pacing back and forth
he decided that the chance to capture her was
improving greatly. If she would only take a
longer stretch each time she walked across the
space they might be able to seize her and make.
off before the other girls could fire at them. The
bandit chief was one of the sort of men who are
patient, especially if he is waiting for something
that will be of benefit to him.
He was willing to bide his time, and after
whispering to his companion to remain perfectly
silent, and not get uneasy he settled down -and
watched the gh-1. It seemed as though Arietta
was bound to do the very thing he wanted her to,
for at the expiration of five minutes she came
outside the barricade of rocks and started away
from the camp, her eyes fixed on the rock-covered
slope a short distance above her. The instant
he saw· the girl proceeding in that direction
Gonzales gripped the arm of his companion and
then motioned him to follow him. With the
stealth of a fox the villainous bandit leader
started along behind the rocks, his intention being to catch the girl before she turned to go
back. Unconscious of the danger that threatened her, Arietta kept o_n walking until she had
left the barricade of rocks and boulders two hun- ·
dred feet behind her. Then she paused and cast
a glance on all sides, still holding her rifle ready
to shoot at a moment's notice. His eyes gleaming with satisfaction, Gonzales crept toward her.
It seemed that the girl's position was just suited
to his villainous work, for the bushes were there
to shWd his every move. A few feet behind
him cffne the. other bandit, an expression of determination showing on his· swarthy face.
Nearer and nearer the two carrie to the unsuspecting girl. Just as Arietta decided that it
was time to walk back to het friends Gonzales
parted the bushes and leaped out upon her. The
girl saw him, and tried hard to level the rifle
she had in her hands at him. But it was oo
late! With a quick blow of his left hand the
bandit leader struck the weapon from her grasp
and then swung his right arm about her body,
pinning her arms to her sides. Arietta gave a
scream for help, for she realized instantly that
she was in great peril. But Gonzales' companion
quickly sprang to the assistance of his leader,
and then without wasting any time the two villains bore the struggling girl behind a pile of
rocks. It all had happened so suddenly that those
at the camp were temporarily stunned. Neither
Anna nor Eloise offered to shoot, for they were
1·eally afraid to do so, lest they might hit Arietta.
The girl kept on screaming until Gonzales managed to force a handkerchief in her month, and
then she struggled to get away from them. But
lt was of no avail. Her arms were soon fastened
to her sides by a leather belt, and then realizing ·
that she was simply wasting her strength the
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brave girl gave in. T110ugh she had been badly
frightened at first, she was not long in recovering herself. It was not t.be first time that she
had been placed in such a plight, and instead of
fainting or bursting into tears she tried to calm
herself and kept hoping that it would not be
long before she would get help. His swarthy
face beaming with satisfaction, Gonzales bore
the helpless girl on to the ravine, and soon he
reached those waiting with the horses. Exclamations of delight came from their lips when they
saw the white girl in the power of their leader.
Gonzales called for a blanket, and wrapping it
around Arietta, so that her face could not be
seen, nor even the garments she wore, he allowed
two of the villains to hold her until he mounted
his horse. Then she was passed up to him, and
turning in the direction of the village he ;;tarted
away at a quick trot, the rest followin~ l,im.
"Keep a watch for Young Wild West's partners, comrades," he said. "If we see them we
must shoot them right away. They m:1-t not
escape.''
Down the side of the mountain they rodP, and
at length they reached the live! space belcw·.
Nothing was seen of Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart, so Gonzales headed for the house of his
sister. The bandits followed the same route
they had taken before, and it was not long h,•fore they halted near the prison ou1· hero had
been placed in.
CHAPTER VI.-Hop Finds Wild.
To say that Anna and Eloise were dismayed
when they saw Arietta struggling with the two
bandits would hardly be expressini; it. They
were appalled, and helpless to render any assistance, they saw the villains disappear with their
captive. David Grubb was pale with fear at what
had happened. It was bad enough to have Young
Wild West disappear, but to see the girl set
upon by the two Mexicans in that manner, and to
have her carried off by them, was more than
he was prepared to take with anything like composure.
"This is awful!" he said, as cold beads of
perspiration broke out upon his forehead. "What
are we to do?"
He asked the question of no one in particular,
but Hop, who was really the most cool of them
all just then, promptly answered:
"Um bandits allee samee gittee Missy Alietta,
and we allee samee gottee savee her. Maybe
ley gottee Misler Wild, too. But lat makee no.
diffelence; me must savee !em. Me go findee
pletty quickee.''
The Chinaman's words served to calm Eloise
and the scout's wife somewhat.
· "Oh, Hop!" cried Anna; "you must hurry and
do something. Go find Charlie and Jim right
away and let them know what has happened.
This is too bad. First Wild disappears, and then
Arietta is seized and carried away by the Mexican scoundrels. She should have remained right
here with us. Then they could never have got
her."
Hop nodded his head, and then he began making hurried preparations to leave the camp. It
was little or no fighting that he could do, but
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he depended on his cleverness to help him out.
Evell-'if the bandits were to catch him, he felt
that he could outwit them, for many times had
he done it with villains who were far more superior in a general knowledge of things than th~y
were. He soon saddled his cayuse, and then waiting long enoug11 for the animal to drink, he
mounted and rode away.
"Me no comee back till me findee Misler Wild
and Mis1:,y Alietta," he called out. "Me findee
allee light. Me follee Misler Charlie and Misler
Jim."
Pale and not a little frightened, the girls nodded and then it was not long before the Chinama.;,_ disappeared from view. Hop did not consider it safe to go exactly in the direction he
saw the two bandits disappear with Arietta,
for he thought they might be waiting for just
such a move from one of the party. He struck
out in a straight line for the Mexican village,
bent on accomplishing something, though just
what he meant to do had not yet come into his
mind. But he usually depended upon his luck
to cany him through, and being able to think
and act quickly, it all depended upon what he
came upon. The Chinaman did not ride very
fast for he knew he could gain nothing by that.
If h~ should suddenly come upon the bandits with
with fair captive things might go against him
right at the sta1·t. What he wanted to do most
was to find out where they took the girl. Then
he would quickly decided upon what to do next.
If he could only come across Charlie and Jim
it would be all the better, for then he could let
them know just what had happened. Hop rode
on and soon reached a point from which he
could look down upon the little village of adobe
houses. He brought his horse to a halt and ·looked
around for some signs of Charlie and Jim, or
the bandits. Just as he had made up his .mind
that they were nowhere in sight he caught a
glimpse oi some horsemen. · The clever Celestial
gave a start and waited to get a better view.
It came a few seconds later. Then it was that
he saw the bandits riding across a small open
stretch toward a piece of woods that lay behind
the vilage. Hop easily saw A1·ietta with them,
though she was enveloped in a blanket.
"Me see um bad gleasers," he exclaimed, as
though he was talking to someone. "Now len :me
havee findee outee where ley takee Missy Alietta."
Urging his horse forwa1·d at a trot, he went
down toward the valley below. He knew if the
villains happened to glance that way they would
see him, so he watched for it to happen. But it
did not. Not one of them so much as turned
to look behind them: Hop felt highly pleased at
this. Down he went over the trail that wound its
way to the level below, and pretty soon he was
at the foot of the descent. Then it was that he
slackened his horse's pace to a walk and quickly
lighted a cigar. This was not because he felt
like smoking just then, but because he wanted
to be ready to set off one of the fire-crackers he
had in his pockets. They were hom~-made ones,
but were very powerful, even though they were
somewhat roughly made. Hop claimed to have
worked in a factory where fireworks were made
before he left the Orient, but whether he had
or not, he certainly was an adept in their manufacture. His wonderful \reworks had aided him
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greatly many times, and he felt that this woulct
be the case now.
Since he knew for a certainty where Arietta
was a captive in the hands of the bandits, he
felt it his important duty to effect her rescue
as soon as possible. He could not make himself
exactly believe that Wild had been taken a prisoner by the Mexicans, since they had been in the
vicinity of the camp, as near as he could judge;
while the boy was missing.
"Maybe ley allee samee killee Misler Wild,"
he muttered gravely, while his face took on a
very serious look. "But," and his face lighted
up suddenly, "me no believee lat. Misler Wild
velly muchee lucky, so be; he no gittee killee
plenty kindee fashion. He allee samee livee to
be velly oldee man; he worth too much to world
·
to die velly soonee."
He now urged his horse to a gallop and rapidly
neared the woods he had seen the villains disappear in. Once there he quickly found the
path they had taken, and then he again slackened
fpeed and brought his cayuse to a walk. He
knew he had_ not very far to go now, if the
bandits were taking the girl to one of the habitations in the village. He believed that such was
the case, since they would have · had a much
better chance to hide her by keeping on the mountainside if such was not their intention. Hop was
a pretty good judge of things generally, _and
as he had been so often forced to use all the
wits he had, it was not strange that he should
conclude that Arietta had been taken to some
house in the village by the villainous bandits.
Keeping- his cayuse down to a walk, he kept on,
and in a very short time he could see some
of the houses through breaks in the foliage of the
ti·ees. But they were all nearly a quarter of a
mile away, and he was riding along nearly parallel with them. The next minute the path took
a '"turn and led him straigl1t toward the identical
prison Young Wild West had been placed in abod
an hour before. Hop halted when he saw the
gloomy-looking building loom up so suddenly. But
if it had not struck him as being gloomy he would
have halted, anyway. He was getting on dangerous ground, since he noticed that the tracks of
the bandits' horses led directly there.
"l::a havee be velly muchee caleful, so be,"~he
· muttered, as he tutned and rode back behind some
ti·ees. "Pletty . soonee me allee samee gittee
catchee, if me lookee outee."
He dismounted and then began creeping
· through the bushes_ toward the adobe building.
Hop had not yet seen the house that was occupied by the sister of the bandit leader, for the
place Wild had been imprisoned in hid it from
his view. He moved on until he was within a
few feet of the building. There was an open
space lying between, and as he looked carefully
at the ground he could see that there was a sort
of roadway running along the side of it. Moving a little further, so he might look down the
roadway, he peered from behind a clump of
shrubbery, and then it was that he gave a jump
and caused the leaves around him to shake. A
gate had opened suddenly and there was Young
Wild West! Hop could scarcely suppress a cry
of joy. But he saw that the dashing young deadshot was moving with stealth, and that told him
he must keep quiet. Wild had taken time to
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drag the bandit he knock~d senseless wit~ the of joy. They were Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
iron bar to one of the chams and secure him to Dart.
"Ley allee samee follee um tlail of um bandits,
the wall. He made sure that the links of the
chain were stronger than those in the one that so be," he muttered, as he saw them pause and
had been placed upon him, and this meant that look at the ground. "Me havee makee lem see
the villain stood a slim chance of g-etting out of me."
Then he rode out and made a small circle
the place to give the alarm.
.
But the blow- he had given him was quite in the open space. Before he had got around
enough to keep him there for a while. The boy he saw that he was observed, and then he halted
stepped cautiously out in~o the courtyard, and and motioned for them to ride over to him. As
seeing that no one was about he carefully closed soon as he saw them coming . he rode back into
the door, though he was sure he had heard the woods, for though the adobe houses were out
horses go by but a short time before. Then he of sight behind the thick grove to the left, he
noticed that the key was in the lock, so he quickly knew not at what. moment some of the bandits
locked the door and removed it, dropping it in or their friends might see him. It did not take
·his pocket. Just what the bandits had done with Charlie and Jim long to get to him. They
his weapons he did not know; but they were cer- had searched over the mountainside for quite a
tainly not in the courtyard. Without them Wild long time before they became satisfied that the
would not stand much of a show if he was dis- bandits had proceeded to the village. Neither
covered, so he decided to try and make his way of them had supposed this to be the case until
batk to his friends. It was only natural that they found that the trail was so convincing that
he should think of going the same way the they were forced to accept the theory. Hop soon
bandits had come. As he came to the spot where let them know all about it.
Hop was in hiding what was his surprise to
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "Jim, I
see the Chinaman, his face beaming with delight, reckon we'll soon be up ag'in a mighty stiff
step into view.
game."
"Yes," Dart replied, as he touched the butt
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed. "Where did you
of one of his revolve1·s. "We have got to win
come from-, Hop?"
"Me allee samee comee lookee for you, Misler out, too. The1·e is to be no such thing as fail
Wildr," was the reply. "Me wantee findee Missy in this case, Charlie."
Alietta, too, so be."
·
"Arietta!" gasped the boy. "Where is she,
Hop?"
"Um bandits allee samee catchee her and bling CHAPTER VII.-Wild Gets Into the House of
her here."
the Mexicans.
The boy was astounded. But it was not for - ·
long. His coolness returned to him almost imAs soon as Wild heard Hop riding away he
mediately, and then he. drew the Celestial back turned and made his way
to the gate of
behind the bushes and questioned him. It did the wall. He paused as heback
it, and lisnot take Hop long to let him know just what tening, he heard the sounds of reached
voices coming from
had happened, and though surprised, Wild was the house . .
not dismayed. When his swe_etheart was in
"I reckon they are there, all right," he thought.
jeopardy nothing would stop him. She must be
has been taken to that house, and she
rescued. The fact that Charlie and Jim were "Arietta
is no doubt the1·e at this minute. Well, I must
somewhere about gave him hope.
get back into that- jail and get the weapons the
"Hop," said he, "you must go and find them. galoot I knocked down had .on him. I don't know
Bring them here as soon as possible. I will be why it is that I neglected to do that before.
waiting somewhere close by. It has just oc- . Well, here goes !"
curred to me that I was a little too hasty in
He stepped softly through the gateway, taking
leaving that prison. I should have taken the care to partly close it, and then he walked boldly
weapons from the fellow I cracked on the head. to the door of the jail, as we must call it. Out
I don't know what made me forget it."
came the key from his pocket, and the next ,min"Maybee you go gitee, Misler Wild," was the ·ute he had unlocked the door. He stepped insuggestion offered by the Chinaman.
side, pulling it after him. There lay the Mexi"Maybe I can. Well, you go on. I'll try it, can, just as he had left him.
anyhow. - The bandits must have gone on around .
"I reckon I must have cracked his skull for
the house. I noticed that there was a building fair," the boy muttered, as he stepped forward
the other side of the courtyard whi"ch might be a and took the revolver and dagger from ·the man's
stable. Go on now! Find Charlie and Jim."
belt.
"Allee light, Misler _Wild."
The revolver was one of the old-f~hioned
Hop did not wait another second. He hurried type, and when he saw that only two chambers
to his waiting horse, and mounting, he was soon of it were loaded the boy shook his head. He
riding away at a walk. When he had gone what felt that he had no time to look for ammunihe considered to be a safe distance he broke into tion upon the body of the unconscious villain, so
a gallop. Just whei-e Wild's two partners were thrust the revolver in -the holster at his righ~
likely to be found he did not know, but he was side aid went to the door, keeping -the dagger
resolved upon finding them, just the same. As he in his hand. This weapon was certainly a murfinally emerged fro.m the woods and headed for derous-looking one. The blade was sharpened on
the mountain path he saw two horsemen sud- either side and ran down to a point that was as
denly appear. Hop gave a muffled exclamation s)larp as a needle, It appeared to be of the
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very best steel, too, and as the boy looked at it
he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I reckon I can do something with that, if I
happen to get in close quarters," he said, to himself. "Well, there are two shots in the gun, too.
Now then, to find a way to get into that house."
Pausing long enough to lock the door of the
jail, he started along the edge of the wall toward the house. Then it occurred to him that
it would be a good idea to ~hrow away the key
so the villain might not discover that he had
made his escape, in case they did not come upon
him · before he accomplished what he ;wanted to.
Choosing a clump of bushes that showed above
the wall at the otherside of the courtyard, he
hurled the key with all his might. As he heard .
it strike he gave a nod of satisfaction, for he
knew that it would be a long time before it was
ever found. As has been said, the house that was
occupied by the sister of Gonzales was not very
far from the adobe building in the rear. There
were several tropical plants and trees growing
in the courtyard, and by dodging among them,
the boy reached the rear of the building. There
was a window there, and as it was open he could
hear the voices from those within quite plainly.
It seemed that three or four people were talking at the same time, for the voices mingled into
a sort of jabber that was hard to understand.
Wild listened for a few seconds and then decided
that there was some sort of argument taking
place. He could hear the voice of a woman,
and it seemed as if she was doing the most of
the talking. The windo,.,. opened into the kitchen of the house, and when he ·was sure that
there was no one there the boy crept inside. He
did not forget to look around for more weapons,
but there was none there. The conversation he
had heard was carried on in a front room of the
building, which was quite a large one. A faded
velvet curtain hung over .the doorway that led
from the kitchen, and stepping softly to this our
hero pushed it aside and looked into the adjoining room. There was no one there.
Having satisfied himself on this point, he boldly stepped inside and made his way to the door
on the left. This was open and there was also
a curtain hiding what lay behind it. It was
.but the work of a moment for the boy to reach
it and push it aside. Then he found himself
7 ooking into a broad hallway, which for the lack
of windows was quite dark. As he stepped into
the hall he came to a door right near the opening he had emerged from. There being no curtain there, he decided that it must be a closet
that lay the other side of it. SomethinP' told him
to make an investigation, so he quietly lifted the
latch and pulled the door open. It was just
then that he heard footsteps coming from the
other side of the house. Not knowing what else
to do under the circumstances, the young deadshot quickly stepped into a dark place, which was
quite a large closet, by the way, and then softly
closed the door.
He was not a second too -soon, for out into the
hall came Gonzales and two of this men. It
happened that the door did not fit very closely
;:ind our hero was able to s.ee them quite plainly
through a crack. He saw that the leader of the
bandits wa,s in a bad mood, for his face was
distorted with passion. and his eves !!learned sav-
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agely. One of the men with him was the villain
called Gaspardo, and he, too, seemed to be angry
over so;··.ething.
"Juantita is a fool, Gaspardo," he heard Gonzales say, in a low .t one of voice. "Why should
she object to my keeping the senorita here?"
"Juanita is your sister, Gonzales," was the
reply, with a shrug of the shoulders. "She is
somethi·:.g like you in her dispostion; she always
wants to have her own way about things. This
is her house, so I suppose she thinks she shall
have all to say about what goes on here. She
does not object to you marrying the senorita,
even though she is an American. But she is
afraid that trouble will be brought upon her if
she is kept here. Probably she is wise, Gonzales,
anti maybe she is not. That is for you to judge
better than me. You are the leader, and your
word is law. But Juantita is my wife, and she
is your sister. Maybe she will insist on having
her own way."
Gonzales uttered an oath, and then looking at
the man who was his lieutenant, he said :
"Well, I will go back and tell her that the
senorita must be k_fpt here until we have settled
with her friends, who will certainly come to the
village in search of here. They are too clever
to miss our trail, so they will surely come here."
"Good!" Gaspardo exclaimed. "I am sure
Jua_nita will agree to that."
Then the two went back and entered a room to
the left, the third Mexican remaining in the hall.
Wild was not a little interested in what he heard
and saw, and he was becoming more confident
every minute that it would not be long before
he would be able to rescue his sweetheart. He
decided to remain in t})e closet f(?r a while, even
thoug-ht the way became clear for him to emerge
into the hall. While they were talking in the
adjoining room the villain in the hall walked
directly toward the closet. He looked cautiously
ovel' ·his shoulder, and no doubt thinking that he
would not be observed by any of his friends, he
softly raised the latch and leaned forward into
the closet. Our hero was pressing himself
hard against the side of the closet. He could
see the face of the man as he was trying to
pierce the darkness and find something. His
hand groped about on the floor, but fol'tunately
it did not come in contact with the boy.
Suddenly he gave a low exclamation of satisfaction, and then lifted a jug from the floor.
Wild watched him as he removed the stopper
and placed the jug to his rips. He heard the
gurgling sound of liquid passing down his throat
and then he guessed that it was wine or some
other strong liquor. Having satisfied his thirst,
the Mexican knelt down and placed the jug
where he had taken it from. The temptation
was too great for Young Wild West to resist.
Tl1e villain was bending forward in such a way
that one quick grab at his throat would place
him helpless. Not stopping to think what he
might gain by doing it, Wild suddenly reached
forward and seized the Me)..ican in a vise-like
grip about the throat. A quick twist and he
lay upon his back in the closet, the boy on top
of him.
"Lie still and don't utter a sound, you measly
1rnloot!" Wild exclaimed. in a whisn)r. as he .
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pressed the muzzle of the revolver he had taken house when she suddenly· arose to her feet and
from the unconscious Mexican in the jail against started swiftly for the doorway. There was only
the villain's face. Instantly the bandit became one thing that could possibly happen then. The
quiet. Then· with his left hand Wild reached woman almost ran into the arms of the boy. Bu-t
around and managed to pull the door to. It was Wild was quite equal to the emergency. He
as dark as a pocket in the little closet, but the quickly clapped his hand over her mouth and
young deadshot was not long in finding a piece pressed her head against his breast, while with
of rope that was hanging to the side of the closet. 4is right hand he thrust the muzzle of his reKeeping the muzzle of the revolver pressed volver against her face.
"Keep quiet, senora," he whispered. "I don't
against the man's forehead he soon disarmed
him, and then proceedd to wind the rope about want to harm you. But if you utter a cry I will
his body, pinning his arms to his sides. Wild surely shoot you."
Of course he would not do this, but he had to
worked quickly, for he was an adept at that sort
of business, and in less than three minutes he make the threat in order to save himself. The
had secured the bandit, so it would be impossible woman was badly frightened, as might be supfor him to do anything more than to turn over. pos~d, but when she felt the cold steel pressing
But he was not through with him yet. He must agarnst her face she must have realized that it
gag him. It was not long before he found a was best for her to do exactly as the American
bunch of rags, and then it was easy to fix the boy s_aid. She di_d not offer to make a struggle,
Mexican so he could not do :inuch more than so Wild half earned her· mto the room and placed
her upon the chair she had left but a few secbreathe.
When he had done all this the boy arose to -0nds before.
"Now then, senora," he said, still keeping his
his fezt, feeling that he had certainly placed anis an American girl
other of the bandits in such a position that he voice to a whisper, "there
her away.
could not help the others when it came to a in your house and I have come to take
the bandit I
fight. While he was engaged in binding and You are the sister of Gonzales,
in the ho;se
gagging the prisoner he heard footsteps in the know. Your husband is somewhere
moment. You surely don't want to see
hallway; but he had no time to peer through the at thisboth
killed."
crack just then, so he did not know who it was them
!hook her head and looked at him
woman
The
out
looked
he
When
through.
passed
had
that
There was
now he found that there was no one there. Wild ~ a w~y that was most appealing.
that must
did not know just what course to pursue. He something that was so cool about himand
brother
her that her husband
· was quite certain that if he made the attempt to have ~onvinced
rescue Arietta then it would prove a failure. were m the greatest of danger.
"I want you to promise me that you will not
He had secured a revolver from the man he
room .
had bound and gagged, but he did not know make an outcry or ;.tttempt to leave this
coolly.
for sure whether it was loaded or not. After without _my permission," went on Wild, of
assent
Juant1ta promptly gave him a nod
thinking fdr a few seconds he decided to run
"All !'ight, senora. I'll take your word for it.';
the risk of striking a match to make an examinaBut Just then footsteps sounded in the hall.
·
tion of the weapon.
This ·he did, and had the satisfaction of find- The bandits were returning.
ing that it was a revolver of the American make
and that all six of the chambers contained cart1·idges.
"I reckon this one is all right," he thought. CHAPTER VIII.-The Fine Point of the Game
Is Reached.
"I didn't take much stock in the other one, but
this will serve me when the time comes."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart w~re so eager
He had thrust the dagger in the sheath his
hunting knife had been taken from when he was to. get to the pla~e where. Hop had left Young
captured, and now· he felt quite able to cope with Wild West that it was with no little difficulty
half a dozen of the bandits if it should become that the clever Chinaman restrained them from
necessary. After waiting for fully five minutes riding at a gallop through the woods. But it
without hearing any voices, he decided to make did not take much persuasion from him howan investigation. Ile cautiously opened the door ever, to make them realize that it was n~t safe
and stepped out into the hall. Then it was that to proceed in such an uncautious manner. When
he heard the faint sound of voices coming from they were half-way to the Mexican jail as we
some part of the 1·ear of the builqing. Paus- shall caU it, Hop declared that unle~s they
ing a moment he moved over to the room Gonz/;lles brought their horses down to a walk he would
and his two men had come from before holding go with them no further. He regarded himself
the brief conversation near the door of the closet. as the leader, and certainly he was, as they were
He pushed aside the velvet curtain and peered in. !eady to admit. The result was that they did
Sitting- at a table was a Mexican woman. She Just as he wanted them to, and a few minutes
seemed to be lost in thought, for her elbows were la~er they came to a halt near the spot where
upon the table, while her hands clutched the sides Wild had been when Hop left him. Dismounting
of her head. She was Juanita, the sister of Gon- they waited to see what the Chinaman was going'
zales, and it was easy for Wild to guess that to do next.
"You're certain that Arietta is in that house
much. He shot a glance around the room and
saw that there was no one else present. But over there, are yer, Hop?" the scout asked in a
'
he quickly decided that it would do him no good low tone of voice.
"Me knowee lat um bandits allee samee lide
to make a prisoner of the woman, so he was
about to step aside and look further through the lat way," was the 1·eply, as he pointed to the
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11arrow roadway that ran alongside the wall. the outside seams there was no end of silk
"Me tellee you allee 'boutee, Misler Charlie. Mis- fringe and brass buttons. Hop grinned. Then
ler Wild go back to um place to git um gun he gave a nod, as though he had answered the
and knife flom um Mexican he knockee down. question as to whether he would do it or not in
He pletty well sure lat Missee Alietta in um the affirmative, and then he crept cautiously toward the line. He knew very well that he was
house over lere. Lat allee me knowee."
"Well, I reckon we'll soon find out about that. taking quite a little risk in doing this, for he
Come on, Jim. ·we'll work our way around to could hear the sounds of voices coming from the
ther left of that courtyard an' sneak up near house. But he relied upon his cleverness to get
ther bushes an' do a little tistenin'. Maybe we out of a scrape should he get into one, and soon
kin hear somethin' that will let us know if Arietta he had the clothing he wanted. Back he went
is the1·e or not. I wonder where Wild is, any- under cover of the bushes, and then it was not
long before he was donning the garments. As
how?"
"Well, there is no doubt but that he is some- he got the velvet trousers on he looked at them
where about," Jim Dart retorted. "I hardly and gave a nod of approval.
·· lJ m gleaser clothes allee samee velly muchee
think he will allow himself to be caught again
by the Mexicans. Once is enough for one day, nicee Ian um gleaser, so be," he muttered. "Me
lookee velly nicee pletty soonee."
_
you know."
•
.
On went the coat, and when he had tucked up
When Hop saw the two disappear among the
bushes he decided that he would do something on his own loose-fitting garments, so it could not
his own hook. While he knew that both Charlie possibly show beneath the other, he carefully
and Jim knew just how to go about such things, wound the sash about him and tied a very natty
h~ felt that he knew something, too. He de- bow.
cided to get into the courtyard, for he could see
"Now len," said he, to himself, as he carefully
from where he stood that there were quite a tucked his hat away under his coat; "me havee
few trees and some shrubbery there. If he once gettee um gleaser hat. When me findee um
got there he felt that it would not be a difficult gleaser hat, Jen me allee samee havee lillee smoke,
task for him to enter the house. Then he might so be," he thought. "Maybe me havee go in um
be able to do something that would greatly aid . house to get um hat. Allee light; me go in um
the rescue of Arietta. Leaving the horse stand- house. Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee. If
ing among the trees, he started across the little um gleasers catchee me, me havee do um best me
open space and was soon at the side of the place know how."
where Young Wild West had been imprisoned.
The window that Wild had crawled through a
Keeping close to the wall, he went on until he short time before seemed to be about the only
reached the door that would let him into the way to get into the house in anything like a
courtyard, provided it was not locked. But he safe way, so Hop stepped softly along and soon
soon found that it was not, so he pushed it open, . had his hands upon the sill. There was no one
and after making sure that there was no one there, though he could hear voices from another
about, he cl'ept cautiously insi_dll, In this way part of the house. Without any hesitation, he
he was not long in getting close to the rear of crawled through the window. Then it was that
the adobe house. He got as close as he could to almost the first thing his eyes rested upon was
the wall while doing this, and when he found that a fancy sombrero, such as Mexi-can dandies usuthe1·e was another gate right near the rear of ally wear. Hop gave a nod and quickly possessed
the building he gave a nod of satisfaction.
himself of the headgear. When he tried it on he
"Lat allee light," he thought. "If me no havee found that it was rather too big for him, but
timee gittee outee um other gate me allee samee that made little difference. It was all the better, in fact, since it would serve to conceal
gittee outee !is one."
It happened that there was quite a bush of a portion of his features. Carefully winding
flowering sl1rubs right near the gate, and not his queue, so that it could not ~how beneath the
more than ten feet from the very window that hat, he pulled it down until a portion o~ his ears
Wild had entered· when he went inside the house. were covered. Then he looked around for a mirHop got behind this and then took a careful ror. There was one there, and as he surveyed
survey of what there was to be seen. It hap- himself he grinned broadly and then gave a nod
pened that near tJ1e house there was a line of satisfaction.
hanging and upon 1t were some clothes that no
"Me likee havee um daggee and um pistol, so
doubt belonged to one or more of the Mexicans. be," he mused, as he felt of the place where they
There had no doubt been put out for an airing, should be to make his costuh1e as a Mexican comsince they were of the sort that could not very plete. "Maybe me findee pletty soonee."
well be washed. They were of velvet, satin and
He looked about the room and noticed that
silk. As Hop looked at them a half smile flitted there were two doorways leading from it. One
was that which Wild had taken, and the other was
over bis yellow face.
.. lf me only havee one of um gleaser hats, me on the left. Hop chose the one at the left. He
allee samee putee on um clothes and makee me moved aside the faded velvet curtains and peerlookee like um gleaser," he mused.
ed through. It was the hall of the house that
The more he thought of this the more he felt he was looking into, since it ran from the front
like trying it. The coat he had his eyes upon door back to the kitchen. Almost opposite was
was certainly quite large enough to go on over another opening, and it was from this that the
his own, while the big pink sash that was flaunt- voices now sounded. Hop listened, but as he
ed by the gentle breeze looked as though it might could not understand much of the Spanish lanshow up nicely around his waist. The trousern, gu.age he' could not get the least inkling of what
which were of velvet, a-ppealed to him also. Down was being said. But it was not long before \ii
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heard a voice that caused him to open his eyes
and pick up his ears. It was Arietta who was
speaking.
"Once more I ask you to let me go," he heard
her say. "You think you will be able to kjll
those who are looking for me, but you are mistaken. They are too clever for anything like
that to happen. You say that Young Wild West
is held a prisoner not far from here; and even
if that is true he will not be a prisoner very
long. I know that he will surely make his escape, and that, with his partners, he will come
to my rescue. Then you will die like the dogs
you are."
Then Hop heard a laugh, which plainly came
from one of the bandits.
"The senorita is very brave," he heard one of
them say in English. "But she does not know
what she talks about. Young Wild West will
die in ten minutes, and then she shall be taken
to see his body. Then she will know that help
cannot -c.ome. Young Wild West's partners will
soon be killed also, for four of my brave men
have gone to look for them."
The fact was that Arietta was in the room
with Gonzales and Gaspardo. Four of the men,
which happened to be all the leader could find at
the time, had been dispatched to look for those
who might be coming to make a search for Young
Wild West and his sweetheart. Though the man
Wild had captured in the closet had been missed
the leader of the bandits had not thought strange
of it. Probably he had the idea that he had
gone to look for the Americans of his own accord. Hop took the risk of crossing the hall
and peering into the room. He recognized the
bandit leader right away.
"If me havee um goodee pistol, and me could
shoot allee samee likee Young Wild West and
Misler Charlie and Misler Jim, me allee samee
killee Gonzales pletty quickee," he thought. "But
me findee Missee Alietta, allee light, and now me
gottee save her."
Just why he had failed to do so before can
hardly be said, but just then the villain in the
closet began kicking and pounding with his feet.
Probably he had feared that Young Wild West
might be waiting at the door outside, and after
nearly half an hour .had elapsed the villain must
have taken it for granted that he was no longer
near at hand. Anyhow, he started in to let
his friends know that he was in the closet. The
sounds he made surprised Hop as much as it
did the two two villains. Not knowing what else
to do, the clever Chinaman started quickly along
the hall. As he neared the curtain doorway that
was close to the entrance of the building Young
Wild West suddenly stepped out before him.
Not recognizing him, Wild quickly seized him
and placed the muzzle of a revolver against his
forehead.
"Stoppee!" gasped Hop. "It me, Misler Wild."
Our hero quickly comprehended, and then the
next thing Hop knew he was seized and carried
bodily to the other side of the curtains. Meanwhile the two villains had come out and were
now at the door of the closet.
"Hop, you're a dandy," said Wild, in a whisper,
as the Chinaman looked around and saw the
Mexican woman sitting at the table where she
had been when Wild had heard the footsteps ap-
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proaching half an hour before. Though our hero
had expected the critical moinent had then arrived, no one ente1·ed the room. The fact was
that the four men Gonzales had dispatched to
find Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were leaving at that moment. Since that time the boy
had remained in the room with the woman, for
he felt that he dared not leave her, lest she
might send the alarm and spoil his chances of
rescuing his sweetheart. It had seemed a very
long time, but when the kicking and pounding
sounded from the closet he realized that something was going to happen. It was quite natural
that he should take Hop for a Mexican, . but
since he had found out his mistake he was really
jubilant.
"You just take charge of th.i s woman, Hop,"
he whispered, as he"'heard the excited voices of
the two Mexicans as they dragged the bound
and gagged man from the' closet. "I reckon the
time has come for some sharp work."
He handed the revolver he had taken from
his jailer to the Chinaman, who at 'once took a
seat before Juanita and pointed it at her. She
was very pale, and she shook her head and motioned that she was going to remain perfectly
still. While our hero did not want to kill any
or the Mexican s if it could possibly be avoided,
he was resolved upon going the limit, for he felt
that his own life and that of his sweetheart were
at stake. Out into the hall he stepped, and before either Gonzales or Gaspardo were aware of
his presence, he called out, sharply:
"Hands up, you sneaking coyotes!"
_Wh~n thef s~w the boy_ they thought to be
lymg m chams m the dungeon-like place at the
rear of the premises the two bandits were dismay~d. ~ut t~e deadly tube was staring them
straight m their faces, and they threw up their
hands. As it had been planned, there was the
sound of hurried footsteps from the kitchen
and then into the hallway came Cheyenne Charli;
and Jim Dart.
"I reckon we're jest in time, Wild," exclaimed
the scout, as he saw the dashing young deadshot
standing there with the leveled revolver.

CHAPTER IX.-Young Wild West's Dagger
Duel Begins.
'
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had spent some
little time among the trees and shrubbery at
the left of the adooe house. After they passed
the length of the wall they were able to hear the
voice of those within, for it was on that side
of the building that the villains were. Though
they listened intently, it was some little time
before they heard Arietta speaking, and then
it was that they decided to act. Back to the wall
they went, and then Charlie gave Jim a boost
to the top. Seeing that the way was clear, Jim
swung himself over partly, and then helped the
scout up. They were soon over and into the
courtyard. Straight for the rear of the house
they made their way, treading with caution and
holding their revolvers ready for instant use.
They saw the open window of the kitchen, and
not knowing that Wild and Hop had entered
through it at different times, they looked in. The
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voices now sounded very close by, and just then
the kicking and pounding made by the prisoner
in the closet came to their ears. Then it was
that the scout unhesitatingly went through the
window. Dart followed him promptly, and they
tiptoed their way across the room to the curtain
that shut off the hall from view. They were
just in time to see Wild come out of the front
room and show himself to the startled bandits.
When he commended them to hold up their hands
Charlie and Jim quickly stepped into the hall.
"That's right, Charlie, you could not have come
in a better time," the dashing · young deadshot
said, in answer to the scout's remark. "I reckon
you can tie these two sneaking coyotes. As we .
are on Mexican soil, I suppose it will.be best
to get away without killing any of the galoots.
These three and a woman are all there are in
the house just now. But there is one of them
out in the building back of it, and four have gone
out for the purpose of meeting you and ifim.
They were ordered to shoot you down by Gon·zales, you know."
As the bov said this he shot a triumphant
glance at the bandit chief. The eyes of .the villain fl.ashed defiance, though he said nothing
just then. The bandit who had kicked upon
the floor to let his friends know of his plight
had not been quite untied when our hero appeared on the scene, so there was no trouble
to be expected from him. But there was none
made by the other two, for that ·matter. They
were sensible enough to realize: that their lives
were in danger, so they submitted to being tied
hand and foot by Jim and the scout. When he
saw that he was no longer needed there Wild
hastened into the room they had come from when
the alarm sounded in the closet. The boy had
heard the voice of his sweetheart there, but when
he entered he found s .w as not there. An open
window told him quick'y that she had taken her
departure that way, and running to it he looked
out. There stood Arietta in the courtyard. She
appeared undecided as to which way to go. Wild
took the .risk of calling her name softly. She
heard and reco1<nized his voice, and the next moment she was hastening toward him.
"Oh, Wild!" she exclaimed, as he raised the
iWindow. "I am so glad you came."
"So am I, Et," was the smiling reply. "I
.reckon we both had a pretty lively time of it.
But it is nearly over now. We have got Gon.zales, and the rest of th,ose in the house are prisoners, save the woman. She is in the front room
in chal'lge of Hop. But I reckon she-won't make
much trouble, anyhow."
Then the _boy leaned down and kissed his
sweetheam on the forehead. It was just then
that Cheyenne Charlie came into the room.
"W•i ld," said he, and then he paused as he sa.w
Arietta standing .outside the window.
"What is it, Chai-lie?" the young deadshot
as'ked.
"Well, Gonzales wants ter make terms with
you."
"Oh, he does, eh? Well, I'll go and see him.
But you wait here in the {:Ourtyard, Et. This
is the way we'll go out, I reckon."
"All right, Wild," was Arietta's 1·eply 1 her face
now radiant rwith joy at what had happened.
Wild' followed the scout into. the hall and found
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Gonzales sitting· on the flool" and looking expe~tant.
"You have got the best of me, Senor Young
Wild West," the bandit said, though it could be
seen that it gave him pain to say it. "I want
to say that if you release me :i,sou and your
friends will be allowed to take your departure.
Though I am a bandit, my word is as good as
my bond. I promise you not to interfere with
you on this side of the Mexican boundary line."
"Well, Gonzales, I reckon I don't care whether
your word is as good as your bond or not. If I
know anything about it, we can get away from
here with!out giving you your liberty. Still, I
am not afraid, to do that."
"I can't help it if you refuse to believe what
I say," the bandit retorted, sha:k)ing his head. "I
have heard it said that you are one of the bravest of the Americans. If that be so I challengeyou to fight a duel with me before you leave
here. Whether you win or lose, the senorita and
your other friends will be allowed to take their
departure. If you are slain in the duel they
will be permitted to take your body away. What
say you, senor? Are you game, as you Americans say?"
"I reckon I am, Gonzales. I neveT yet failed
to accept a challenge tbat was made me, when
the terms 1were even. I consider that they are
even now, even though you are a man and far
stronger than I am. Your wish· shall be gratified. Just choose your weapons, you sneaking
coyote."
It was evident that t'he bandit leader had not
expected such a ready acceptance of his challenge. But there was no doubt that he was quite
wiUing to take his chances in a fight with the
dashing yomi,g deadshot, for after looking the
boy over frori.1 head to foot, he said:
"I see you have one of t'he weapons that are
in common use with my people: That will be the
weapon you shall use, while I have one jus-t like
it. See! it lies there on the floor, where your
· partners put it when they bound me."
Wild looked in the direction he indicated and
saw a dagger that was so nearly like the one
he had taken from the villain in ,;the jail that
he could not have told the difference.
"All l'light, senor," he said. "I reckon we will
fight a da:gger duel, then."
The dark eyes of the Mexican bandit brightened. But when the boy coolly stepped to him,
and pu!J.ing the dagger he ,was to fight wit'h
from the sheath calmly severed his bonds, he
acted as though a great load had suddenly been
lifted from him. He got upon his feet and
Then he
quickly picked up his own dagger.
stepped back and exclaimed:
"Come on. 1 I am ready, Senor Young Wild
West!"
"Not here, Gonzales," the boy quicklyanswere!1. "I rec'kon it will be_ better for us to go outside. Co:tne on! We will go out there alongside
the wall. No one will see us while we are fighting, except my friends, and I guarantee that tlw,y
will see that you have fair play."
The bandit chief nodded. It seemed that he
was ready foi' almost anything just then.
"Boys, _just take him outside and keep him
there until I see ho,w Hop :i:s making out," said
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Wild, as he turned and walked to t'he room where
the Chinaman was keeping guard over the bandit
leader's sister.
'
Charlie and Jim each seized! an arm of Gonzales and walked outside through the front .door
of the house ·with him. Meanwho.le our hero saw
Juanita sitting exactly a s she had been when he
left her in charge of Hop.
"I suppose you have heard the conver·sation,
senora," he said, nodding to her.
"Yes , senor," she replied. "You ai·e to fi.ght
Gonzales, my brother. I am sorry for this."
"Sorry! How is that, senora?"
"I fear he will kill you. Since I haive found
how noble you have proved yourself in fighting
so hard t o rescue the g,i rl y,o u love I have decided that it was very wrong for my brother to
bring you here. If you had not come I -surely
would have found a way to give the girl her
· liberty."
"Is that so?" and Wiild laughed. "I hardly
suppose you thought about giving me my liberty, did you? You knew very well that I was
held a prisoner in t"nat jail-like place in the rear
of the h:ouse, didn't you?"
"Yes, Senor West.
I knew _ that.
But I
could not possibly do anything that would have
helped! you; I could have do11e it for your sweetheart, though."
.
"Well, it is all right. I will take the chances
of your brother 1kiilling me in this dagger duel
we are going to have. He may be an expert at
the game, but I reckon I know something about
it, too. You can watch from a . window, if you
like, and see how the duel turns out. But I advise you, in case yom· brother h~ppens to get th~
worst of it, to keep your hands out of the- game.
You know what that means, I suppo se?"
A frightened look came oiVer the woman's face
at this, and she quickly exclaimed:
"I shall not lift a finger, one way or the other,
Senor West, believe me. My hu sband is a bandit, and so i·s my brother.
I .may be a badwoman, but from this time on I shall be a better
one. I hope Gonzales does not kill you."
'"Mu-ch obliged to you for your kind wishes ; but
suppose you change your hopes a little and think
about your brother getting killed. But never
mind. I don't intend to kill him, though I do
intend to defeat him. I'll cl~ it, too. You just
watch and see."
. The woman said no more, and satisfied that
she would cause them no trouble Wild turned
to the Chinaman and said:
"Come on, Hop. I reckon· we will go outside
now."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the disguised
Celestial smiled blandly.
Then he turned to Juanita, and taking his
sombrero from his head! bowed low to her.
"You velly nicee lady, so be," he declared ..
"Me v:elly glad to be in you company. Goodeeby."
Out went our hero, but when Hop reached the
little porch at the front ' of the house he sat
down and calmly puffed away at his ci-gar, which
he had kept since the time he had lighted it in
the kitchen. The tact was that he did not mean
to aUow the Mexican woman to have the chance
to rush out and give the alarm. The house stood
qnite a distance from any of the others oi the
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village, and was far more pretentious looking
than the most of them. A little grove SUl'rounded it, and it really would have been taken
as the property of some wealthy Mexicans.
t
Another thing that the Chinaman had in mind
just then was that Juanita might take a notion
to liberate the two prisoners who were lying in
he ball. If she did that some act of treachery
m ·ght be performed by them. Wild had not told
him t9 ·watch them, -b ut from where he sat on
the porch he could see them quite plainly. As
Wild stepped down from the po1'l!h and wal1l:e'd
around toward the rear of the house he found
Charlie and Jim with the bandit leader. AU
three of them looked pleased! when t hey saw
him co~ing. Knowing :for a certainty that Gonzales had no other weapon save the dagger, our
hero quickly r emoved the revolve1· from his belt
and handed it to Jim.
"I reckon ,w e are going into thi s thing on
even terms ," he said, a smile playing about his
1-ips as he looked at the bandit. "Gonzales is of
tbe opinion that he is · going to pwve an easy
master over me. But I will show him where he
is mistaken. I think t'hat my arm is as strong
as his, and! I know that I am just as quick as
he ev.er was in his life."
"I ain't got-ther least fear of your ,g ittin' hurt,
Wild," declared .,Cheyenne Charlie.
"Nor I, either, Wild," Jim Dart spoke up.
The fact was that the boy's partners never
doub-ted! in the least a s to what the outcome of
the dagger duel, would! be.
"Are you ready, Gonzales ?" our hero asked,
as he drew his dagger, and made a quick examination of it.
"Yes, Senor Yourrg Wild West,'' came the
quick reply.
"All right, then. I suppose you -mean to kill
me, if you can?"
"Yes."
"All right. Well, I don't mean to kill you. I
will just sh·o,w you that I am your master, that's
all. I shall be well satisfied with that. Before
we start in, I want to tell you that if I ever meet
you on American soil I am going to put a bullet
through you."
"You will JJever meet me on American soil,
no1· any other soil than where you are now,
senor," came the rather sarcastic rejoinder.
"O'h, I know what you think. You feel certain
that ~ou are ,g oing to kill me."
"Well, say when you are ready."
"I am ready."
"So am I. Come on!"
The two leaped f·o rward as quick as a :flash.
Then the two blades came toge·t her with a ring
that echoed, on the air. At this juncture Arietta
appeared at the top of the waJl tlirectl,y above
them.
.
"Be careful, Wild," she called out.
"All right, Et," was.the reply, though he never 41.
once took his eyes from the gleaming orbs of
the Mexican bandit.
Clash-clash ! Again the blades came together , this time emitting sparks of fire. Gon1,ales certainly showed himself t o be a master
at the game. His lithe body quiver ed and . his
muscles expanded. Around they went in a cir cle,
Wild the ag,gressor. The Mexican made a feint
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as though to plunge the dagger into the boy's

abdomen, and then quickly e.h anged it for an
tt1,ward stroke.
But never once did! Young Wild West lose his
guard. Thrust after thrust was made by Gon'zales as he was steadil•y forced around in a
narrow circle. It se'emed that Wild was not trying to sink the blade into his ,,body at all; he
he simply tantalizing him. Quick as a flash as
the ,b oy was, it was quite easy for him to do
this. Once his arm leaped forwai·d, but as t'he
})oint of the dagger barely pierce the skin of
.the bandit's throat it was dTawn back again and
a return thrust neatly parried.
"I had you that time, you sneaking co•yote!"
the young <lieadshot said, calmly. "I just want
to show you how many times 'I coud kill you if
such a thing were possible to do more than once.
You are very clever at this game, Gonzales, but
I reckon you know hy this time that I know
.something -a bout it, too."
"Caramba!" hissed the villain, and then he
,made a desperate stroke, and missing fell to his
knee·s.
Then Wild quickly struck at him and punctured
;his left ~breast just enough to cause a crimson ·
stream to flow from the hole in the fancy jacket
~le wore. The face of the bandit was now al.most black with wrath. He had sure'ly realized
.t hat he was but a play·t h1ng in the hands of the
dashing young American. It is doubtful if he
expected to be allowed the ehance to rega,in his
:feet, but when he saw the boy step bac'k and
permit him to do so, instead of giving up the
;f ight and acknowledgin g 'himself defea~ed,. he
struck forward like an enraged mountain hon.
Crash! The two blades came together with
terrific force. · Then it was that Ariet-ba, from
the top of the wall, uttered a startled cry. The
blade of Wild's dagger'had broken near the hilt.
Charlie and! Jim involuntarily starte·d forward,
if.or the,y knew that the boy was now placed in
.great danger. He could no longer ward off the
thrusts made at him in anything like a successiful way, since the blade had answered for that
,p urpose. Surprised at what had happened, our
.hero stepped ba,ck, still clutching the brolfen
<l.agger.
"Now I have got you, dog of an Americano!"
a1issed the band!it, his eyes shining with triumph.
"I reckon not yet, you sneaking coyote," was
·
:the quick reply.
It was just then that the four Mexicans who
)1adi gone out in search of Charlie and Jim gal)'Oped to the front of the house and! dismounted.
.Around they came on foot, astonished at what
,they saw taking place near the wall. But the
,,dashing young deadsiliot paid • no attention to
,t hem. He knew that he must · act quickly, or
he would surely be killed or badly wounded by•
the desperate scoundrel. Springing forward,
,W ild seizedi his, wrist, gave it a twist, and Gon:zales dropped the dagger. Charlie he'ld the others back, and Arietta looked over the wall.
CHAPTER XL-Conclus ion.
It was a short st111ggle that followed, for
Young Wild West had seen the approach of tihe
four bandits, and he knew he must make quick
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.w ork of it. He whirled Gonzales around quickly,
and thrusting· his knee against the small of his
back, brought his left -arm across his, neck and
caused him to turn a complete somersault. The
:villain struck heavily upon the ground.
"My revolver, Charlie'!" he called out quickly.'
The scout soon tossed 'h im the -w eapon, and
then again turned his attention to the other
bandits. But Jim had darted around, and now
stood in their rear, ,covering them with ]:i.is revolvers.
"Gon7!ale-s," said our hero, calml•y, to the leader, "just tell your gang that we are to be permitted to depart in peace. It don't make much
difference to me whether you do thi,s or not, for
we are going, anyhow. If we have to shoot
the galoots it will be your fault, that's all."
"The Americanos are to go without' ' being molested," Gonzales quickly,..calle d out from the
ground·. "I promised them that before I proposed to fight a dagger duel with Senor Young
Wild West. He has defeated me, and I now
,:,u.bmit to him."
"That's ther way to talk!" exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie.
Gonzales now sat up, but did not offer to· get
upon his fe'et.
"Come on," said W•ild, a,s he went over to the
wall and• put his arms to assi,st his 's weetheart to
the ground. "I reckon this will be · about all.
We will go back to the girls at the camp now."
Ariefta was soon landed safely upon the
ground, and fhen Jim Dart called for Hop to
come. The clever Chinaman soon appeared
around the corner of the house, still attired in
his Mexican costume. When he saw him -and
recognized what it was, the scout broke into a
laugh.
"Well, that beats anything I've ever seen ther
"Sa'Y! but he does
heathen d'o/' he declared.
make a putty good lookin' sort. of a greaser,
.
don't he?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," returned the
.Chinaman, rather proudly. "Me velly smartee
,Chinee. Me no h.avee shoote-e some fire-clackers
off, so be; me feel velly solly' houtee lat."
"Well, may.be it's a good thing you didn't ha,ve
to do that, Hop," Jim Dart spoke.up. "It would
only have attracted the attentions of a lot of
Mexicans if you had. It seems rather strange
that there have not bee1( some of them here before this."
"You must remember, Jim, that there has n!)t
been a great dell! of noise made," Arietta said.
"I have been in a position to notice this better
than you probaby. Another thing, this house is
quite some ' distance from any of the- rest. The
grove hides it from the view of t4os,e living that
·
way, too."
"Yes, that's so. Well, suppose we get away
from here."
"Oh," said Wild, "I reckon that is just what
we'IJ do."
"One word with you, Se-nor Young· WiJ.d West,
before you go," said Gonzales not making -an
offer to get upon his feet yet. '
"What is it, Mi:. Bandit Leader?" th~ boy
asked, in his cool and easy way.
:?ell n:e how ·y~u got out of my pri:';on ?"
Well, if that will do you- any g-1MJd. I w.i'l.l 1:e1J
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you. The chain you put about me happened to
have a bad link in it. I broke the linl: and got
free. Then when one of your gang came in
there to taunt me by giving me some stale bread
and filthy water, I downed him and put him in
my place. That's about all there is to it. But
I reckon he is in a pretty ba,d way, though. You
might save his life, if •you go and look after
him right a,way ."
The bandit looked at his men, but said no
more. Then our friends quickly left the spot,
though they were careful to keep a watch on the
villains as they did so . They soon reached the
three hor,s es that were in waitmg, and then
,C harlie quickly turned his over to our hero and
his sweetheart, while he got up behind Jim.
Hop, still attired in the fancy Mexican rig,
mounted and rode after them. When they looke;d
,b ack and saw that there were no signs of pursuit
,Cheyenne Charlie took off his hat, and waving
it over his head, shouted:
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow! Yip,
yip yip!"
was the old familiar cowboy yell that he so
loved to give vent to in moments of triumph.
Jim joined in with him, as did Hop, and some
of the sleepy natives, who had not been aware o:I:
the startling things that had taken place so near
them, ran out and looked at them in astonishment. But our friends were riding lei,s urely
away now, and it is doubtful if they guessed ,that
anything was wrong, though it might have puzzled them somewhat to see that two of the horses
were carrying double burdens.
.
"I wonder how ther showman an' his niggers
is makin' out?" Charlie remarked, as he looked
back and saw that they were not ·b eing pur,sued.
"I s'pose they're about half scared ter death by
this time. Sich things as this ain't what they're
in ther habit of seein' happen, I reckon."
"No, Charlie," Wild answere·d. "They haven't
seen much of real life in this part of the country, ,e ven if they have traveled over considerable
of it. I reckon we had better advise them not
to come to this village and try to give a show.
I hardly think they would make much by doing
it."
.
-"I think the best thing they can do is to get
back over the Ame1·ican lin,e as soon as possibte," spoke up Arietta, wh·o had no,w fully recovered from the effects of her thrilling adventure
with the Mexican bandits. "I think we had all
better lose no ·time about getting ·back, for that
matter."
"Well, Et, that is just what we will do," her
dashing young lo'Ver answered, with a smile. "I
guess we have all had enough of thi-s place for
a while."
They rode on up the tortuous trail and at
length came in sight of the camp. Then it was
that Anna and Eolise came to meet them, for
they saw that Wild, and Arietta were returning.
"Hurrah!" cried the scout's wife, swinging her
hat.
"This seems too good to be true."
. "Nothin' was ever too good ter be true, gal,"
Charlie quickly retorted. "But I hope yer didn't
have any idea that we wouldn't win out, did yer?
Yer ought t,er know by this time that it ain't
our way ter make a failure of anything like
this."
Anna naid no attention to what he ,s aid. She
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was too buys giving Arietta a welcome in true
woman fashion for that. David Grubb came forward, his face beaming . with joyous surprise.
"It has been an awful wait to me," he delcared,
flS he grasped the hand of our hero. "I thought
.I was never going to see you alive again, Young
Wild West."
"Well, that is where you, made a mistake, Mr.
Grubb.
But I'll admit that I was in a very bad
.box for a time. I got out of it, though, the ,same
as I always -do. We had a mightly lively time
-,of it for a while, but everything came out right
- in the end."
"The endi? Why, do you think there is no
,further danger?" and the showman opened wid~
J1is eyes.
"Not if we get away from here right away. I
think there may be a chance of the bandits
prowling around here pretty soon, and as there
.is no use in tempting them, we may as well go
right away."
But now that he was convinced that everything
.was all rig11t, Gru1bb wanted to know a11 about
it. Wild related what had happened in a few
words, for lie felt that l1e had no time to go into
detail.
The two Chinamen got a hustle on
themselves andl the pack-horses were soon loaded.
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee," he
declared, as he got close to the two darkies as
they mounted their mules. "Me no havee some
fun in urn gleaser town,. -s o me havee some now,
.so be. You havee lillee smokee?"
He tendered them each an innocent-looking
cigar and they promptly accepted. Then he
struck matches for them and coolly mounted
his cayuse. The darkies did not know whe:re the
fun he had spoken of was coming in, but they
-s oon learned in a rather forcible way. One after
the other the two cigars exploded with loud
reports. Abe's mule became frightened and
..started to run away, and Arietta was forced to
rope it to save the darky from being killed or
injured.
It was as much fun for Cheyenne
Charlie as it was for Hop, and they laughed the
longest and loudest. But Abe and Jeff took it
rather good-naturedly, for they were not the sort
to_ get angry very easily. Our friends headed
straight for the mining camp where Hop had
been robbed by Gonzales, and when they got
there they decide,d to rest for a day or two.
Grubb found that it would pay to give a show
there, so he did it with his two performers, who
had stuck to him so faithfully, and the result
was quite satisfactory. When om· hero and his
friends were ready to leave the mining camp
Grubb came to them and stated ·that he and his
.t wo darkies had accepted work at a· mine.
"We'll go back home with plenty of gold some
<lay," the showman declared. "We won't go till
we get it, either."
"That's right," Wild answered. "Stick to it, if i
you die trying. There is nothing like being
1ga.me."
This ends the story of "Young Wild West's
Dagger Duel; OT, Arietta and the Mexican
Bandits."
Next week's issue will contain: "YQUNG
WILD WEST'S QUICKEST SHOT; OR, THE
DESPERADOES OF DIAMOND DIVE."
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CURRENT NEWS
AGED HUNTER GOT MANY DEER.

J. M. Hull, ninety-year-old hunter, of Duns-

muir, Cal., is going out this fall to bag another
deer. During his sixty-five years of residence in
California, Hull elaims to have bagged 1,500
deer, most of which were shot before ther e was a
legal limit on the number that might be killed
by one hunter. Incidentally, Hull goes for a sixmile hike every day in the year.
GOAT WAS ONLY THIRSTY.
And now comes the "harmless ' billy goat displaying some of his unique qualifications.
When a carload of lime was loaded a t Cape
Girardeau, Mo., Mr. Goat, unnoticed, made hi s
way into the car and• was locked therein. Eight
days after, when the seaLs of the car were
broken at the .destination, Doniphan, Mo., and
when the door was opened out jumped Mr. Goat,
spry, but apparently thirsty.
He was quickly treated to a drink of "Mountain Dew," which · bubbles from a spring ne·ar
Doniphan, and was happy. He seemed none the
worse for his "Volstead feat."
IDENTIFY CATTLE BY THEIR NOSE
PRINTS
Nose prints of cattle are ·the latest means of
identification used to determine the authenticity
of any claim that an animal has a blooded pedigree, says Popular Mechanics. This method of
identifyil'fg cattle was adopted by a University
of Minnesota professo·r, who thus utilized a variation of the familiar Bertillon system employe·d

by the police in cataloguing humans by finger,
prints.
Since the inauguration of the system a few
months ago some 500 prints have been .taken,
and the close·st examination has failed to reveal
a duplication among the different breeds. Neither
has there been found any change in the design
as the animal grows older, so that a print attached to .a registration certificate at once identifies and prevents the substitution of inferior
cattle.
LION CLIMBS ABOARD A
SEAPLANE
A bold sea lion took charge of a seaplane, No.
3, on a destroyer range near the Coronado Islands, San Diego, Cal., recently.
The seaplane, in charge of Ensign Edward
Dolieck, alighted on the water to wait for the
destroyers to take their position for practice, and
the side door of the aft compartment was open
to let the gases from the engine escape. Suddenly
the Ensign and his crew were surprised to hear a
resounding "woof" from the compartment. In it
they found a sea lion weighing some seventy-five
pounds which had evidently floundered up the incline leading to the compartment and decided to
1·emain.
The crew tried to put the sea lion off, but he
resented that attempt, fighting bravely, and bit
one of the crew in the arm. Then the crew decided to let him stay and piled life preservers on
him to keep him quiet. In that position ht was
taken back to -North Island to serve as a mascot
for the seaplane force.
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If Not, Why Not?
the "Mystery Magazine"? If not, why don't you
D Ogetyoua read
copy? It contains snappy detective stories which are
reader's attention from beginning

full of mystery and hold the
to end. Why is this? Because they are writtt:n by authors who
write for all the high-class magazines - authors wh'o inculcate in
their stories such an amount of mystery that the reader cannot get a way from the interest therein contained. Get a copy of
this magazine. Read it and se~ for yourself if we are not right in
our assertions. It is only 1 o cents a copy. It also contains a
miscellaneous collection of other matter that you will be interested in. On all newsstands, or sent postage free for the price,
10 cents a copy, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 West 23d St., New York
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Mr. Pendleton's direction Charlie drove the car
to Boggs' Hotel.
"We will have breakfast here," said the lawyer.
He hesitated a moment, and then added:
-OR"You may come and take bTeakfast with me. I
don't know what arrangement they have here for
THE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD' feeding chauffeurs. I want you to be comfortable."
Charlie was surprised, for' Mr. Pendleton, while
always kind and civil, was rather a stiff man.
By DICK ELLISON
Indeed, he had not spoken a word since they
·
started.
He let himself out a little at the breakfast ta(A SERIAL STORY)
ble, however, and asked Charlie about his own
family relations, somethini.r he had not done beCHAPTER X.
fore. Then suddenly he turned on him, and asked
abruptly:
Charlie Goes to Albany.
"Brown, what do you think of Joe?"
"Great Scott!" thought Charlie. "What's comHe had not made up his mind what to say in
ing now?"
case the lawyer asked for Joe.
"I like him," he replied, endeavoring not to
He did not have to decide.
"Brown," said Mr. Pendleton, who stood there make a show of his embarrassment.
"It is not a question of whether you like him ,or
with a lantern and was but partly d1·essed, "I
have just had a telephone call which I have been not," continued Mr. Pendleton. "That's not the
expecting for the past three days. I .must go to point. I have my own opinion of my son and I
Albany at once, and I propose to motor over. Get am anxious to put it alongside the opinion of a
bright boy of his own age. Without flattering
ready.- I wa:r;it to start within half an hour."
"All right, sir," replied Charlie, greatly re- you, Brown, I consider you brighter than the
average. You can't offend me, so speak out."
lieved.
It was certainly not a fair question to put to
Mr. Pendleton went right away, and Joe's name
Charlie, who scarcely knew what to say, so with
was never mentioned.
"J must get him out of the garage quick," his usual frankness he told his employer so.
"I understand you," said the lawyer. "You conthought Charlie.
He did not even have to do that, for when he side1· Joe below the average boy in intelligence."
"He is young yet, sir, and ve,.ry childish."
got back into his room Joe had vanished. Evi"He is all of that. You consider him mentally
dently he had climbed out of the window onto the
1·oof of an adjoining woodshed and jumped to the lacking?"
"I don't like to say that, Mr. Pendteton, but
ground.
"The little fool,'' thought Charlie, as -he hur- since you have put it up to me this way I am goto say something which I feel really ought to
ried on his clothes. "Now I wonder what in the ingsaid."
be
world he has been doing?"
me."
• Our boy chauffeur got busy with the car and - "Out with it, boy. You can't offend
"I advise you to keep a sharp eye on Joe. I
was all ready for Mr. Pendleton when he came
have an idea that there is something preying on
with his s.uitcase and umbrella.
his mind. Another thing: he has said things late"You. want to make the best time possible, ly which make me think that he may have some
Brown," he said. "I shall need the car when we crazy notion of running away and going out West
get to Albany, and that is why I am motoring in- to seek his fortune."
stead of l{Oing by train. Everything is in good
"Ha!" exclaimed the lawyer, aroused from his
.
shape, I hope?"
customary coolness at last. "Is that a fact? Did
"Yes, sir," replied Charlie. "Everything is all- he want you to go with him?"
right so far as I know."
"Yes, sir."
"Good! Then let her out for all she's worth as
"Brown, I am very glad you told me that. M1·s.
your
got
You've
Hitica.
of
soon as we a1·e clear
Pendlet9n and I h'.1ve observed that Joe is very
road book?"
deeply mterested m you. If he . says anything
"Yes, sir."
more about this I trust to you to let me know."
"Every been in ~lbany?"
"I certainly shall, sir."
"No, sir. I never have. We go via Utica, I
"And now another thing. Have you any idea
suppose? I know the Utica road."
what it is that is p1·eying on Joe's mind?"
"That's right," replied Mr. Pendleton, getting
Of course, Charlie could truthfully say he had
into the car.
not, and he was glad to be able to say it. After
According to orders, Charlie opened up every- that Mr. Pendleton dropped the conversation as
abruptly as he began it, much to the boy's relief.
thing as soon as they were clear of the town.
They started right away after breakfast, and
The way lay through Centreport, and right past
Charlie's house. There was a light in his mother's to Charlie's disappointment they saw but little of
window as they went whizzing. by. Charlie won- · Utica, for their road took them right out of the
tlered if she could be sick, for it was not at all his. city.
(To be continued.)
mother's custom to sleep with a light .hurning.
It seemed sh·ange to be forced to go past his
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
own door flying.
T'.hey reached Utica without mishap, and by we will mail you l\ copy of "Mystery Magazine."

Charlie, the Chauffeur
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TOO FAST FOR HIM
Figuratively speaking, David Davis, seventynine years of age of Sisterville, W. Va., ,,·a s
'bowled over the other day.
He did two things which stand out in his
-career. The first was to board an interurban car
.and the second was to visit Sisterville. The trip
was Davis's first on a trolley car. Although he
has been a lifelong resident of Tyler County, this
was his first visit to Sistersville, only eighteen
miles away.
"It's a purty big city, but 1t's far too fa st
for me-far too fa st," he mused a s he started
through the street.
"I never allowed there was that much water
in the world," he said as he looked out on the
Ohio River.
After a few houl'S he started back home to be
in time to drive in the cows.

outer four planets---Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune--are, a s shown by their lo w den sity
m:1inly i_n a gaseous state. This fact, coupled
yvith then very l?w temperatures, owing to their
immense solar d· stances, makes it very unlikelv
th:it there arf> living beings on these four planets.
Mercury, like the moon, is an airless, waterless waste, besi des being haked with a terrific
heat, so that thi s 'planet also i s out of the run:iing-. The probable average-tempeTatute of Mars
is 60 degrees below zeTo. and its climate is drier
tl:i:i_n the Sahara Desert, so tl:i J:tt here also conchtions iseem ur c•·;+able for life leaving only
·'
V_enus as a nossihility.
Here conditions are most favorable. Venus
reflects li_ght as. if it were a ll cloudy, and so
probably it crntams plenty of moi sture. Its temperat ure is about the same- a s that of the earth
and all other condition s n r ~ apn!lrently compqtibl~
with the existence of inte1Ji1rent life. Dr. Ahhot+,
condudef' that tJ, e only or;;irticahle method of.
comm~nicatioi:i wi t h anv pnssible planetarv neighbors 1s by wll'eless. which mav he p'1ssible. lllthough the cost would be immPn f'e. - Among the·
stars there n,ay he ve1-r probabJ~r thonsands of
dayk. habitable globes, but owing to the inr.011ce1vably great distances we cannot know about
them.

HORN OF WHITE RHINOCEROS A WART
The great white rhinoceros of the upper valley
of the Nile has several remarkable characteristics
which mark the difference between it and its
smaller cousins, the ordinary rhinoceroses of
Africa, A sia and Malaysia.
According to Dr. Herbert Lang of the American Museum of- National History, who recently
1·eturned after studying it in its native haunts,
"Mvsterv Ma~azine"·
its lower lip is armed with a plate of horn a s
a p1:otection against the sharp swordgrass upon SEMI-MONTI-IL Y
10 CENTS A COPY
which it feeds.
LATEST ISSUES - Another strange thing is that the great horns 99 THE CROS>I, b:v W. S . Tngram.
which it carries on its nose-the front one of . 100 A l'\ECRET SERVTCE MYSTRRY. by Hamilton
·Crali:r1P anrl Elliot Bal rs tiPr.
which is about t wice a s long as the rear one101 A C'R fM!'\ON PRT CR, h:v Elliott Lester.
do not g r ow from the bone, but from the skin. 102
THE INSPECTOR'S STRANGllJ CASE. by Gottlleb
This is continuous under the base of the horn.
,Tncohs.
Dr. Lang sa ys, in a bulletin of the Zoological 103 4. M11 l'IET'M l\H'!':'T'ERY. hy .Tnrk Rechdolt.
TFJ~ LTT'l'T.11' RF.D ROOK. hy Alexander Youn~
Society, that the horns are attached to the skin 104
lOfi /I MAN FROM STAM. h:v f'harJp.s Fulton Onrsl~r.
by slender fibres, and two days after the animal 106
The Cl_ne of the F:merald Rh)g, hy Beulah PoyntPr.
is dead they can be plucked off with ease. There- 107 HFlLT, >I RTNGES. lw Hamilton Craigie.
THE WOLF, hy rc ~tl1 erine Stagi::.
108
defense
of
weapons
not
are
horns
fore these huge
'l'Hll'- 'Rl> Ai"<: TH"'T''l'f'l"1 . h v .Ta ck 'R<'c'hdnlt.
but simply tools which the huge brute u ses for 10!)
110 A' WHT S PPTH1'' (1 l\Tf"MMY . hv Chn s . Jl'. Onrslpr
pushing its way through the dense jungle. Dr. 111 TRAPT'T~G TTTE SML'GGLERS. by Beaufah Poy11tPr.
.
I
Lang says the white rhinoceros is a sociable and
The Famou• DPtectlve Story Out Toda;v In 112 1,
inoffensive beast. It never attacks men and
THE MISSING EVIDF.NCE
neveT quarrels with its own kind. It has the
habit of taking a daily mud bath. There are
Fy HAROLD F. PODHASKI
only about 3,000 of them left, 'the others having
HARRY E. WOtFF, Publisher, Inc.,
been slaughtered a s were our American buffaloes.
166 \Vest 23d Street,

VENUS ALONE FITTED FOR HABITATION
The habitability of the planets is seriously discussed in the 1920 report of the Smithsonian Institution, which has just been published. According to C. G. Abbot, who deals with the subject,
Venus offers the old hope, at least for the type
of life familiar on the earth. Of course, it is
conceivable that life might be fitted to a different
environment, just as it is conditioned exactly to
function in this atmosphere.
The moon is out of the question, thinks Mr.
Abbott, being waterless, treeless and airless. The
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David Gouldstone' s Heiress
By HORACE APPLETON
"Monmouth House, Grosvenor Square," J repeated, as my immediate chief told me that I was
to go there without delay. "That was the Earl
of Kingston's house. Who am I to ask for?"'
"Mr. Ralph Dundas."
"An East Indian merchant?"
"The same. Do you know him?"
"By sight. Very wealthy, delicate in health,
married second wife near! two years ago. She
was the heiress of David Goµldstone, also an East
India merchant in the city."
"These are the preliminary particulars as accurately as they can be expTessed," said the head
of the office. "Mr. Ralph Dundas took Monmouth
House for a term of years when he married Miss
Gouldstone. His first wife-a ffiend of the second-left a little child of about tlHee years old-a
girl, I believe. Mr. Ralph Dundas, I fear, is very
unhappy; but from the information I have re• ceived, as yet I cannot conceive wl1y he should be
so. It seems to me a strange thing., Poynter, but
my experience has taught me that one's troubles
increase in this world almost in exact ratio with
one's fortune."
I went home at once and assumed the most
faultless and fashionable mol'ning dress. Then
I took a hansom to Grosvenor Square, and on arriving at the principal entrance of Monmouth
House, presented a card, upon which were inc;cribed the words: · "Major Keith, 43d Madras,
. N. L. I."
I was conducted by a gorgeous footman in livery to a magnificent suite of apa1-tments, and
after a delay of about five minutes, during which
time I was looking from the window over the gardens, a voice apparently surprised me by uttering the words:
"What can I do for you, sir. I have not the
honol' of knowing you. No doubt you wish to see
my brother, Colonel Dund:;is."
I turned round to see a tall, handsome, but delicate-looking gentleman of about forty-five years
of age.
Drawing from my waistcoat my own true card,
I said:
"I do not wish to see your brother-yet. This
is my real name, but I thought it best not to let
a servant know my business with you, sir," and
I handed him the official card.
He was silent for a painfully long period. At
last he asked:
"Are you familiar with Shakespeare's works,
Mr. Poynter?"
"Tolerably."
"Do you know the play of 'Othello'?"
"Well."
"You remember the passage in which Othel!o
endeavors to prevail upon Iago to watch Desdemona? He has not the courage to put it plainly
and openly, and so at last he says: 'Set on thy
wife to observe.' This is nearly the position I
am in, and yet I am not jealous of my wife."
"Something mo1·e than this must be explained
before I consent to look after a lady of Mrs. Dun-
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das's position and unimpeachable reputation. Besides, Mr. Dundas, we are not permitted to work
for the purpose of getting up evidence for the divorce courts."
"I shall confide in you. Mrs. Dundas had a l'e·
spectable fortune of he1· own when we were married over which she had absolute control. In addition to this, my check book was always at her
disposal. I never doubted her-no; and Heaven
be my judge, I do not doubt her now!"
"You have discovered that your wife has been
in the habit of spending or disbu1·sing ce1·tain
sums of money?"
"Certain sums of money," was the reply.
"Any brother or member of her family alive
and in bad circumstances?"
"She has no relations."
"Any former lovers?"
"That is what puzzles me,'' cried Mr. Dundas,
in agony. "Miss Gouldstone-my wife before mar1·iage-had a great many suitors, but no one she
favored as much as--"
"Yourself.''
"Would to Heaven it we1·e so!" the g·e ntleman
groaned. "No," he resumed, after a pause. "The
favored lover was my brother!"
"Colonel Dundas!" I saui, and my habit in
coaser cases led me to whistle nearly as soon as
the words were uttered.
"I also loved her," Mr. Dundas went on, ,nd
it was only lately that I discovered from a sister
that Walter-the colonel-knew this, and, my
dear si1', he sacrificed his own happiness for my
sake. He exchanged from the Guards into a regiment going to India, so that Miriam Gouldstone
should become my wife."
' "You will do me a favor if you grant me twenty-four hours to think over the case.''
"Willingly."
The gentleman held out his hand as we parted.
After grasping mine warmly he said, going to a
drawer in his writing table:
"You will require something for the expense
of tbis inquiry," and he handed me a folded Bank
of England note.
As I walked downstail-s I glanced at it. The
sum was the largest I had ever received up till
that time, and was a very respectable one.
Two strange things occurred as I 1·eached the
marble-floored grand hall. A young lady passed
me and slipped a piece of·paper in my hand. This
I conveyed to my pocket without being observed.
As the porter _o pened the nias!;ive door the bell
rang, and I had just time to step aside and turn
my head away, when Jimmy Salter, late of our
force, but now a private inquiry agent, stepped
forward, saying:
"Colonel Dundas, if you please."
. _ I have had a few surprises in my time, but this ,
was the most peculiar one I ever had in my life.
When I got to Piccadilly, I took the paper out of
my pocket and was simply thunderstruck to find
it a thin envelope, addressed to Major Keith.
I opened the envelope, and found a smaller one
wrapped in a thin slip of paper.
Upon this latter was written these words:
"Major Keith will do an unhappy lady a favor
that can never be repaid if he will at once, persrmally, take care that the inclosed note 1·eaches
the person for whom it is intended ."
I looked at the note and found it addressed-

.
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Inspector Poynter-and the office of the division
to which I was then attached was clearly written
below. No letter was ever so promptly or unex-'
pectedly delivered.
,.,.
It ran something to this effect:
"Sir: For nearly two years I have been the
victim of the most cruel imposition. I dare not
tell my husband, who is in delicate health, the position I am in; and I fell-I know-that I am the
object of suspicion to one, my dearest i-elation by
marriage, who ought to have judged me differently. I scarcely know what to write to you. A perfect stranger to you, I hope you will aid me in
what I may call the climax of my misery. I leave
my residence - Monmouth House, Grosvenor
Square-to-night, about eight o'clock, for Covent
Garden Opera Hou~e, accompanied by my brotherin-law, Colonel Dundas. He has already said he
will leave me about nine and return just before
twelve, when 'The Prpphet' is supposed to be finished. I am compelled to visit, for the last time,
a house in L - Street, running from Leather
Lane. The number is 39, and the persons who expect me are the most cruel and miserly people the
world has ever known.
"I should have explained all to my husband before · my marriage, but had not the courage. I
have paid these people, who call me their grandchild, large sums of money. To-night I give my
last bribe to secrecy, and the amount I carry with
me is not a tithe of what they demand. Should
they not accept that, I shall defy them, but I
should ltke for the sake or avoiding· publicity and
dishono, to my husband's name, that you, and as
many officers as you may desire to assist you
should watch the place named or follow me .from
the Opera House to-night to L - Street, to prevent violence.
"I am, yours truly,
' "MARIAM D--."
Going home, I "togged up" in such attire as
would have puzzled my comrades not,a little. Fur
cap, velveteen coat, corduroy breeches and highlows would alter the appeai:,ance of any man. In
addition to this, I trained rriy naturally Jong, dark
hair in the most approved "Noogate knocker"
style and set off for L - - Street.
I had the honor of creating suspicion in the
minds of two policemen whose "beats" branched
off from this point. They ,watched me into the
public bar, and presently one or two very dry
habitues gathered aro1:1nd me in expectation of a
"treat," for I had thrown a crown-piece down on
ordering my drink.
After a good many drinks, to which they did
excellent justice, I began to feel my pockets.
"Hullo!" cried one. "Stumbled, are we?"
"Broke as broke can be," I replied, looking
wofully through the window at the leaden sky.
"Not a 'stiver' left!" I moaned, as I went over
my J)Oli_kets again. There was a general chorus
of laments, and during this melancholy pei-formance of irregular music, I surreptitiously transferred an old massive silver watch from my breast
to my trousers pocket:
"D'ye want to part with it?" one asked, after
a general quiet consultation.
"Of course I do," I said, "if I get a good price
for it."
Tommy Wrend1-the chief of the miserable
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gang·-hurried out, and shortly returned, crying:
"Hand us over the 'ticker,' 'cull.' I'll bring you
back the mopusses."
"What do you take 1~e for-a 'mug?'" I said.
"Well, come along, then. I'll introduce you to
the old 'un," and J\fr. Wrench kindly took me
down a neighboring street and into a second-hand
clothes shop, from which we passed through a
yard, a long entry, and then into another yard,
and finally into the back kitchen of Mo' Guldenstein's house in L - Strec·t.
Everything had been removed ready for flight
upon receiving the last "blackmail" from M1·s.
Dundas.
I produced the watcl1, and with it a good impression. Mo' gave me three shillings and ninepence for a time-piece.
He said he was going to Birmingham next day
to settle down. The ~unning old fellow wanted
me to have my fill of drink in his old cottage, and
then have a sleep there until morning.
To this I would not consent, but agreed to come
back about nine o'clock.
I returned after nine o'clock with more sw.ag,
alld was welcomed graciously by the old man. Pretending to be vei-y drowsy and drunk, I soon fell
aslee'p in a miserable back r oom, which was only
divided by a prepared canvas partition from the
principal apartment.
At a quarter to ten o'clock Mrs. Dundas was
admitted. The old people claimed her as their
granddaughter-for Mrs. Guldenstein was now
there. The lady repudiated the relationship, and
offered them forty pounds as a last payment for
peace and silence. They told her that her father
had come home, and was now in Birmingham.
"I believe all you say to be false, but I offer you
this· and let us part."
"Would you like to see p,r oof of what we say,
my love?" whined old Mo', and drawing a discolored document from his coat pocket, he began
to read:
"'I, David Gouldstone, of Leadenhall Street, in
the city of London, agree to adopt Mariam Guldenstein, the granddaughter of my cousin, Moses
Guldenstein, on the following conditions, and_proffering the following considerations.'"
"Great heavent this cannot be true!" cried the
beautiful woman, trying to seize the paper. The
action caused her to drop her waterproof cloak
and hood. The sight of a diamond star in her hair
and necklet of the same precious stones proved
,
too much for old Mo's covetousness.
Shouting, "Here, Mike-Zeke-Nathan-Deborah !" he rushed upon the defenseless lady;while
some scound1·els I had seen upstairs joined in the
attack.
Crashing through the slight partition, I was
in time to prevent the lady being injm·ed. At the
same instant the front door was b;roken open by
two fellow detectives, and in less than four minutes the whole gang we1·e in irons.
Then it was that Colonel Dundas, who was suspicious of his sister-in-law's fidelity to his brother,
accompanied by James Salter, appeared on the
scene. I explained the situation briefly to both,
and was not a little delighted when I heard the
gallant colonel ,beg his sister-in-law's pardon for
his cruel suspicions.
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regions at will, for the miners have left, the Indians are long since decimated by disease, and it
is too far for most hunting trips.
NEW YORK, JULY 14, 1922
Moose live in low lying swamps and on river
banks, eating willow twigs in winter, water reeds
in summer. In mid-summer they dwell largely
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
in water. Early in autumn the animals mate for
Bingle Pootage ........•••' •••• Poatage F!:'e
'J Oenta
winter and travel long distances, keeping within
One Oopy Three J\lonths......
"
IIO Oen&a
range of extensive willow swamps. The depth of
One Copy Six Months ..••••••
,1.75
...
8.60
One Copy One Year ....••..••
snow determines how far they wander from the
Canada, $4.00; Foreign, $4.50.
rivers and sloughs.
HOW TO SEND J\IONEY-At our risk send P. o.
Old moose shed the big, shovel-like antlers earMoney Or der, Ch eck or R egistered Letter; remittances
!n any other way are at your risk. W e accept Postage -ly in Jam.iar y, ,younger ones weeks later. By the
Stamps the same as cnsh. When sending s ilver wrap the
middle of May the new growth of horn prot1·udes
Coln In a separate piece of paper to avoid cutting the · less than an inch from the skull.
In thr ee months
envelope. Write your name and address plainly. Ad·
the development of the seventy-p oun d shovel, ofdress letters to
t en six feet across, is ent irely complet ed.
HARRY E. WOLFF,
Harry E. Wol.lr, Pres.
Alaskan moose are eas11y killed if the hunter
Publisher,
Inc.,
O. W. Ha•tlnge, Treae.
}
is careful in stalking to k ee p to windwar d . The
Cbulea E. Nylander, See.
166 W. 23d St .• N. Y.
meat is excellent and natives preserve it by drying and smoking.
The avera ge northern moose weighs from 1,000
to 1,500 pounds and stands eight to ten feet high
at the shoulder. The leather from the skins is
HUMAN HAIR AS A >COMMODITY.
the best material known for moccasins. There is
Forty bales of human hair is one item of a range and food in the Northwest for myriads of
cargo reaching Seattle from China. Each 133- these big animals. Strict laws in Alaska now
pound ·b ale is worth more than $400 heTe; our p r otect them.
annual imports exceed $500,000, and most of the
hair goes into hail' nets.

INTERESTING ARTICLES

MOTIONS OF THE EARTH.
The earth travels at the rate of 19 miles a second, and the distance it travels in its path around
the sun is 560,000,000 miles. The equinoxes) are
due to the fact that the earth's poles ar e not
perpendicular to the plane or its orbit, but on an
angle, which accounts for its variety of climate
on the earth, and for the varying lengths of day
and night in the northern andl southern hemisphe,.es.
THINK MOOSE ARE LEAVING MAINE
Are moose migrating from Maine, New Brunswick and othe·r Northwestern parts of the Far
Northwest? This question is heard, locally, on
every hand, for in places throughout Alaska and
the Yukon territory moose were seen for the first
time this winter.
Twenty years there were few moose along the
upper Yukon River, and an occasional one on the
Laird. Last winter there were many reports of
numbers of these forest monarchs having invaded
the Pelly Lakes region and they have been seen
recently on almost all the tributaries of the Yukon, whose headquarters are in the Alaska range.
To-day the country along the Stikine and Tanana
Rivers is the best moose regions in the North,
From where did all these fine moose come?
There is a theory here that the moose have been
driven away from the Northeast by the continued
banging of guns, year after year, and finding
their way slowly through the Canadian wilderness, have crossed the mountains into the Cassair country. The inhabitants there are widely
scattered, leaving moose in full possession. The
climate and food conditions are ideal for these big
animals and they have th1·ived. From the Tanana River to tide water on Kenai Peninsula moose
are rapidly increasing in numbers.
They are destined for a time to roam the newer

-·- ..

LAUGHS

He-if I was rich, darling, would you love me
more than you do? She-Well, I might not love
you any m6n::; om; l would look forward to our
wedding day with a great deal more impatience
than I do at present.
Spurgeon · was once a sked if the man who
learned to play a cornet on Sunday would go to
heaven. The great preacher's reply was characteristic. Said he: "I don't see why he should
not, but"-after· a pause-"! doubt whether the
man next door will."
·
"Yes," said the eminent specialist to the t r amp
who had called upon him, "I will examine you
carefully for ten dollars." "All right, Doc," said
the tramp, resignedly, "do dat, an' if you find it
I'll give you half."

------

"How is your boy getting along since he graduated?" inquired the Wood street man. The
Smithfield street man sighed. "Poorly," said he.
"That boy was too frivolous at college." "Wouldn't
study, eh?" "Didn't go in for the right things.
Went in for rowing instead of baseball. What
chance has he to get on a fat salary roll?"
"Bang!!' went the rifles at the maneuvres.
"Oo-oo," screamed the pretty girl-a nice, decorous, surprised little sc1·eam. She stepped backward into the surprised arms of a young man • .
"Oh," said she, ·blushing, "I was frightened by
the rifles. I beg your pardon." "Not at all,"
said the young man. ~'Let's go over and watch
the a1·tillery."
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
Stories,"
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EXTERMINATE PRAIRIE DOGS
In Niobrara County, Wyoming, prairie dogs
infest 200,000 acres of farm land; each dog means
a loss of more than $1 a year. The Biological
Survey is co-operating with landowne1·s to clean
up ·these colonies of pests. In one such clean-up
99 per cent. of the animals were destroyed. Free
bait is furnished for Government 'land, the Councy
Commissioners give financial help in the smaller
sections.
TWO 5-CENT STAMPS BRING 25,850 FRANCS
Philatelists recently paid 400,000 francs for
stamps, most of them American Confederate
States and local provisional issues, at the fourth
instalment of the auction of the famous collection
of Ferrari, de la Renotiere.
The collection was willed to the Post Museum
at Berlin by Ferrari, who died in 1915, but it
was sequestrated by the French Government, and
is now being auctioned for reparations.
The highest price paid was 25,850 francs for
a pair of Livingston, Ala., five-cent blues on a
letter.
Nearly all the important issues sold went to
Americans, principally to Warren Colson of Boston, -who purchased back stamps he had bought
for Ferrari, whose agent Colson was in the United States prior to the World War. These stamps
have more than doubled in value.
Some of the stamps sold are the only known
specimens extant. They included -a pair of Petersville (Va.) five-cent blacks, which fetched 11,162
francs. Fifty Mount Lebanon (La.) five-cent
red~ brought 15,852 francs, fifty New Smyrna
(Fla.) ten-cent and one-cent blacks 11,750 francs,
and a Beckman's Post, Charleston, S. C., 1860,
two-cent on bluish paper 5,875 francs.
The collection, which up to the present time
has been hardly half disposed of, already has
fetched $666,000. It represents fifty years of
work by Ferrari, and is said to have cost him
about $1,000,000. Before the sale began the collection contained particularly complete groups
of Confederate and local issues, most of which
now have been sold to Americans, Arthur Hind
of Utica, N. Y., getting a majority of ·those not
taken by Colson.

stem which accurately represents a human a1·m
and wrist, and this breaks into five stamens,
which are of a gory hue and arranged after -the
manner of the hupi.an hand, with i-ts finger and
thumb. The very points of these vegetable
fingers are curved like finger tips with overg1·own nails. These parts of the Macpalxochiquakitl's flowers are of a fairly large size and
stand out in a menacing manner at some distanee
above the petals.
It is easy to understand, then, that this lofty
and noble looking tree, of which there are but
veTy few throughout Mexico and northern Central America, laden with flowers, waving aloft
like a thousand blood red hands, was an object
of worship among the superstitious and ignorant
natives.
The Cheirostemon platanoidies has its parallel,
though, in one of the rarest of plants in Japanthe Five--Fingered Orange.
This d,varf tree, that is seldom more tl1an five
feet high and one of the most crooked, grows its
fruit in the exact shape of the human hand,
fingers, thumb and all. It is a partly opened
hand and the- hard pointed nails of the lean,
yellow fruit-handi are the ,closest imitation to the
nails of an aristocratic Chinaman.

SOMETHING ABOUT WASPS
The human view of wasps seems to be lacking
in breadth. Because they are given to stinging
us we fail to do justice to their virtues . One
scientist who has given much study to the matter
says that the main doctrines of the wasp are, "If
any w.asp will not work neither shall he eat''; and
"Every wasp to labor according to his capacity,
and receive according to his ne-eds in a free
community."
Division of labor, it is believed, goes a long
way in the nest. Some of the workers seem to
be specially employed. as forage-rs and soldiers;
others appear to be told! off as nurs1::.s and guardians; while yet otHers are engaged as papermakers and masons.
Wasps are at all times particularly fond of
honey. Indeed they have a very sweet tooth for
sugar in any form. Toward the end of summer,
the1·efore, as bee keepers well know, they will
HANDS"
WITH
"TREE
MEXICO'S
force their way into beehives as open robbers
Nature in the hot climates sometimes does ex- and carry off by main fouce as much as they can
singthe
of
instances
traordinary things. Few
gorge of their winged/ neighbors' honey.
ular fact that nature, possibly for protection, 1·eThe drones of the race, instead, of being idle
peats in flowers and' plants the shape or appear- and luxurious creatures, are sober, industrious
ance of othe1· ohjects, are more astonishing than and well ,b ehaved members of the community.
the tree with hands. The Aztecs in Mexico were They clean the streets of their town with exemso much impressed by it that they offered it most plary diligence; they act as public scavengers or
devout worship. To them the Macpalxochiqua- sanitary officers. And they have their reward;
kitl, as they called it-"fhe Hand Flower Tree" for unlike the doomed! bee drones• they live their
-with its blood red hands, was the earthly ex- allotted life in peace and quietness, till winter
pression of a deity, dreadful and almighty. Its involves both them and their spinster sisters in
botanical title, if almost as long, is rather better one common cataclysm of death andi destruction.
sounding-the Cheirostemon platanoides.
The appearance of the flowers of this high and
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
splendid tree is certainly like no other. From
the center of each bloom the1·e springs a columnar we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine,"

,
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GOOD READING
GIANT GEYSERS.
Near the head of the Copper River in Alaska,
:in a very rough and broken country, above which
rises the cone of the extinct volcano Mount Wrangell, there exists, according to the report of a
Government officer, a nest of gigantic geysers
which may even exceed those of the Yellowstone
Valley in power and magnitude.
Tiie officer was unable to approach near to the
gey!,ers, but he saw many in eruption from a distance, and he thinks that the steam from these
geysers has given rise to erroneous reports from
vmious sources that the crater of Mount Wrangell is still active. The surrounding country is
so rough with its chasms, glaciers and Java beds
that the officer is of the opinion that it would be
almost impossible for explorers to reach the
;v1ounfain.

WIND CARRIEiI) CHECK.
Clarence Sicks, residing four miles southwest
of Silver Lake, Ind., recently found a check for
$140 in a field where he was working. The check
• had been given to George W. Ford, made payable
to C. V. W. Adams at West Lebanon, Ind. The
house occupied by Ford was wrecked by a windstorm and the contents blown away.. The check
evidently was carried by the wind to the Kosciusko County farm, a distance of about 150 miles.
FEWER WILD ANIMALS
A steady decrease in the number of wild animals that roam the plains, mountains and forests of Colorado is noted in a report mad~to the
United States Forest Service here by Assistant
District -Forester John Hatton.
Des_pite the fact that many of the animals are
protected by State game laws, elk are practically
the only ones in tl1e Colorado national forests
that have shown an increase jn the past year.
Predatory beasts and eagles, not the hunter's
rifle, are responsible for the gradual wiping out
of vast herds that once were found in the Centenniai State, the 1·eport indicated.
According to the report there at·e only 183
wolves in the fifteen national forests of the State;
437 mountain lions are accounted for, while it is
believed that only 34 grizzly bears rnmain in the
region.
-Beaver and brown bear· are holding their own
·in numbers, but mountain sheep, deer and antelope are rapidfy dwindling.
DIVE

F'OR

CHEST OF GOLD LOST 300
YEARS AGO
Gripped by the lure of sunken treasure, divers
worked feverishly recently beneath the murky
wate'rs of the River Wye, Ontario 1 about an ancient chest sunk deep in the mud.The chest contains, they hope, treasure lost
nearly three centm·ies ago by Jesuit missionaries
to Huronia. If it proves to be the .Jesuit Fathers'

long-lost chest dl·opped ovei-board in 1650 while
being conveyed by canoe to Fort Sainte Marie the
order will be enriched by recovery of a set of
solid gold altar candelabra presented to th~ mission by the Court of France and a quantity of
French gold coin brought over to pay the troops
who accompanied the missionaries to the New
World.
Although tradition long has had .1 it that the
seventh box was buried beneath the waters of
the Wye, ;no serious attempt_ ;was made to lo_cate
it until a few clays ago. This search was stunulated by the recollection of a .s tory, told by a
raftsman some thirty years ago that he had
touched the box when poling logs. The story
was recently told to Diver Captain Carson and
he interested Edward Jeffery of Midland, who
had invented a peculiar magnetic divining .rod,
which had prnved successful in showing ore and
mineral deposits. The two rowed about th.e river
until at length the needles of the divining rod
showed a strong reaction to the influence of gold.
The place i~ the river was charted and subseguently the position and measurements of the
chest were confirmed by steel rods. Its dimensions correspond exactly to the one lost by the
Jesuit Fathers.
It is not only the recovery of priceless relics
which is at stake, however, for Jeffery has staked
on the quest the reputation of his magnetic instrument, which he claims can detect oil, gold,
copper or iron within a distance of twenty-five
miles.
The diviner is about four feet long with a
barrel like a machine gun and a compartment
at the end for the instruments, with holes for
the arms which pass inside through this rubber
tubing. The whole. is covered with tarred cloth
and a half-inch coat of insulating rubber. Jeffery
say it is worked by the magnetic force of the
person holding it, which is connected with the
attraction exerted on the magnetic instrument inside by the oil or metal.

Musical Handsaw
Greatest Novelty of the Age

.J
lf you. can carry a tune In your heacl, you can learn
to play this instrument, ancl secure a job on the stage
at a good salary. No musical education necessary
Struck with a specially made mallet the perfectly tem:
pered saw produces loud, clear, rich tones like a 'cello.
'l'he same effect may be had by using a violin bow on
the edge. Auy tune can be played by the wonderful
vibrations of the saw. It requires two weeks' practice
to make you an expnt. When not playing you can
work with the saw. It is a useful tool as well as'1 ftne

Instrument.

Price of Saw. Mallet and Instructlnns .. . . . .. . . . $5

HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23d St., New York

MUSICAL
POWER IN
NORTHWEST
TIMBER
T h e familiar
f01·est trees of
t-h e- Northwest
contain a marvelous
musical
power, for a big
contract has just
been received by
local m i 11 s a t
P or t
Angeles,
Wash., for two
_ million f e e t o f
spruce planking,
to be used for
p i a n o sounding
board1a No substitute for this
mateTial, provided the wood is
cut from large
trees, lias been
found.
The quality of
spruce wood for
pianos and other
music wood appliances is the
t o n g , straight,
regular fibres of
which these trees
are composed. A
microscopic ex amination reveals
that · the minute
cells forming the
wood are extremely long, ,and
each is stretched
like a taut string.
When a piece of
spruce is struck
there is room between these cells
for a tiny . vibration, which rapid1 y extends
through the whole
section of timber.
The cellular composition of spruce
gives the rich,
deep t o n e s s o
pleasing to musicians.
The singing of
a tightly stretched telegraph wire
-across . an open
field in autumn
wind, induced a
phonograph manufacturer to try
cedar wood for
the sounding box.
As a result of
thiJ, experiment, a
million feet of red
and white cedar
is annually used.

TOBACCO
Habit Cured or No Pay
Any form, cigars,cigarettea,pipe, chewing

or snuff
Guaranteed. Harmless . Complete treatment sent
on trial Costa $1.00 if it cures. Nothing if it fails,

SUPER.BA CO. M-21 BALTIM ORE, MD.

30Y~Y!:fteiy!~!!
and alzea. !!UDOWI Ranaer bicycle•.
DCllvered tree on appNYal, expNse prepaid, at
Factory Prices. Yoo can eaeilY San $10 to 126.

!!1t!~ir:/v.:c-:~t;
12..NonfllS1oPay
es
d•'L'osit. i'<>Y• can earn amall payments.
WlieeJe. lampa, born•. equipment at
ba·1f uual pncea. Send No Mone,-.
Write for oar maneloaa prices and terms.

~
M:e~d
Cydt, f:~anywr11eus
N• U Deptiw1ssCbl~to LO::~:':!ioa
A.'
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TOBACCO HABIT
MAKE IT QUIT 'l'OU

Not only is tobacco filthy and dis

loved onee but 1t contain•• Dead
atomacb, lowers
shorten your II

C_UR"EA. ·.
Fits the hand, cannot be seen ,

1

with it you can throw Jllg Wide
curves. Boys, get th is Base Ball
curver and you can Fan 'ltm as
fast as they come to Bat. By mail

ting to
,son
and
Pl

d ,.,~, 't ahcick your system ~ tryiD1r

1"'~~,:rn:i'!i.t
EAS'I' TO QUIT
,erence how Ions- you have osed tobacco, wb9ther
,oo smoke cigarettes

p~e cigars chew or use

•:.U.~t thJ 1~mfr~:vec:,!'i~ou7.n:: ~~~~o T:1~ ;

._.

iand for good. ~o further dCl!ilre for to~acco.
Harmless; guaranteed. Has succeeded ln thou.
aanda of w orst cases. No

10c, 3 for 2/;c with catalog of novelties.

~~!',,"ft.!U:.tt.!;;.:

UNIVERSAL DISTRIBUTORS, De_pt. 839 Stamford Com!.

Small

sent onTria• I

Write today for full Treatment on trial.
PERKIN& CHEMICAL CO., 12-ASt,, Ha•Unp, N9br.

Wonderfol 'Jew device. guides your hand: corrtc1B
yourwritillQ in .few days. Big improvement in three
hours. No failures. Complete outline FREE.
Wrlte-C. J. Ozment, Dept. 3!l St. Louis, ~o.

How He Cured
His Rupture
Old

Sea Captain Cured His Own
Rupture After Doctors Said
"Operate or Death."

This Beautiful Bar Pin and this Wonderful Bracelet
SENT postpaid to yout door on 5 days money-back guar
antee only $2,00 each. Superb, scintillating sparkle,
Each of these pieces of fashionable jewelry looks and
wears like many times your cost. Send payment with
order, or you may pay when the jewelry comes to you.
THE GLORIAN JEWELERS
296 Broadway
New York City

His Remedy and Book Sent Free.

Car,taiu Collings sailed the seas for many
years; then he sustained a had double rupture that soon forced liim to not only remain ashore, but kept him bedridden for.
years. He tried doctor after d9ctor and truss
after truss. No results! Finally, he was
assured tnat he must either s nbmit to a dan·
gerous and abhorrent operation or die. He
did neither! He cured himself Instead.
Captain Collings made a study ot himself,
of bis condition-and at last IJe was r ewarded by the finding ot the method that so
quickly made him a well, strong, vigorous
and happy man.
Anyone tan use the same method; it's simple, easy. safe encl In expensive. Every ruptured persou in tLJ! world should have the
Captain Colllngs book, telling all about bow
he cured himself, and how anyone may foJ.
low the same treatment in their own borne
wiU1out any trouble. '£he book and ,uediciue
are FRllllil. They will be sent prepaid to
any rupture sufferer wbo will fill out the
beiow coupon. But sPnd it right a,Yay-now
-be.tore you put down this paper.
FREE RUPTURE BOOR AND
REMEDY COUPON

Capt. W. A. Collings (Inc.)
Box 3681?, Watertown, N. Y.
Please send 111e your FRllllll Rupture
Rem edy and Book without any obli·
gation on my part whatever.
Name ................................ .
Address ............................. .

.MAK[ MON[Y-ll . UOM[.
•.
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you

can earn from $1 to $2 au hour
in your spare time writing show
cards. Quickly and easily lenrned by
our new, simple "Instructognq)ll"
method. No canvassing or soliciting; we tench you ho"·· guarantee
you steady work at home uo mattPr
where vou live, and pay you cash
each wee1,.
Full partlewars and Booklet Free·
AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
Toronto, Can.
45 Ryrle Building
J\lARRY HEALTH, WEALTH-Tbousands;

worth $.3,000 to $400,000 desire marriage. Pbotos-Introd uctions; descriptions free. Suc~essful-Confidential. SUNFLOWER CLUB,
B-800, Cimarron• I{ansas.

GOITRE -Pa~:en
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How I i)lc1•eased my:('~alary
more l>~an

?09r~

11

l11r

Joseph ..Anderson
AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling/ With tears in his eyes he told me
how he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education-that the untrained man is always
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
iuccessful man than he was.
But no l My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
·
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my hands. My
brain didn't count.

I

HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself.
He, too, had left school when he was fourteen years
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
get out of the rut by training himself to become
expert in some line of work.
So he got in touch with the International Correspondence Schools at Scranton and started to study
in his spare time at home. It was the turn in the
road for him-the beginning of his success.
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
great institutions who are earning $25.000 and
$50,000 a year. Those stories frighten me. J. don't
think I could ever earn that much. But this story
told of a man who, through spare time study, lifted
himself from $25 to $75 a week. It made an impression on me because it talked in terms I could
understand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
I could do as well.
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
return mail. I found it wasn't too late to make up
the education I had denied myself as a boy.
I was surprised to find out how fascinating a
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I h-ad to spare. I felt myself
growing. I knew ther!' was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere.
Four months after I enrolled my employer came
to me and told me that he always gave preference
.o men who etudied their jobs-and that my next

T

•
salary envelope would show how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase has
meant a better home and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man. I had no more education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not· as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.
O every man who is earning less than $75 a
week, I say simply this :-Find out what th,
I. C. S. can do for you!
Ii: will take only a minute 0£ your time to mark
and mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
,
change your whole life.
If I hadn't taken that first step four years ago
I wouldn't be writing this message to you today 1
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $7S
a week.-either !
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SCRANTON, PA.

BOX 4493

Without cost or obligation please exolain how I can quaur::v for
the position, or in the subject before which I have marked an X:
~ BUSINESS lll'.ANAOEM·~
ELEC. ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
Electric Lighting & Railways
ADVERTISING
.
Electric Wiring

§8

Show Card & Sia:n Pt&.

Telegraph Engineer

ilk"gPr°f~?c':t ENGINEER
Mechanlcal Drartsman

§

Machine Shop Practice
D Toolmaker
0 Oas Englne Operatln&
D CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveyln~ and Mapping
MlNE lWREMAN or EN0·R '
STATIONARY ENGINEER

!:J
,B
, ti ~Effi:.P£s¥1••r

O Contractor and Bllilder

0 Architectural Draftsman
D Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
I
PLUMBING & HEATING
1
Sheet Metal Worker
D Textile Overseer or Supt.
0 CHEMIST
D Pharmacy

§

O

ftfii'M'ilf¾W.-08"--

D Cartooning
D Private Secretary
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer & Typist
Certified Public Aecountant
0 TRAFFIC MANAGER
ORallway Accountant

B
8

8~ii•rJ:.i1ttsk
B
D Common School SubJect1
O CIVIL SERVICE
Mail Clerk
BRailway
AUTOMOBILES
Mathematica
BNavigation

§A0RICULTUREBSpanlsh
Banking
Poultry Raisinr
Airolane Engines

Name .......................... _........................................................................
1-1 e-aa
Street
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MUSICAL
POWER IN
NORTHWEST
TIMBER

TOBACCO
Habit Cured or No Pay

T h e familiar
Any form, cigara,cigarettes,pipe, chewing or snuff
f01·est trees of Guaranteed
. HarmleH Complete treatment sent
t.h e Northwest on trial. Costa
$1 .00 if it cures. Nothing if it fails.
contain a mar- SUPERBA CO. M-21 BALTIMORE, MD.
velous
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power, for a big
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local m i 11 s a t
P or t
Angeles,
Fits the hand, cannot be seen ,
Wash., for two
with it you can throw Big Wide
1
million feet of
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curver and you can Fan •gm as
spruce planking,
fast as they come to Bat. By mail
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to be used for
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p i a n o sounding
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found.
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there is room be- after truss . No 1·esu1ts ! Finally, he was
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for a tiny . vibra- did neither! He cured !Jimself Instead.
Captain Collings made a s t uclv of himself
tion, which rapidof bis condition- and nt last he· was r e ward:
1 y extends cd
by tlle finding of the method that so
through the whole quickly mode him a well, strong, vigorous
section of timber. and happy man.
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person In tb,r world should have the
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TOBACCO HABIT
MIIKE IT QUIT 't'OV

Not only ie tobacco fiJthy and disgusting to

1:-:L~:"b~.1!:.:.~~~·1:w~:'~fr_f;:>•~:; "
:tf:h
Invites disease tha~7 llhorten 7our U(e sfoPt

CUR"ER.

How He Cured
His Rupture

haduaualprlc... Send No Money.

Wdt. for oar man-elooa l)dCN and terme.

Rae-aln vla:or, but d"'·· ' t shock 7our nstcm ~ tryhur

1to~~,:u::-idd"/l: EAS't' TO QUIT
Jereoce how lot1&' you have used tobacco, whether
FOD smok e cle'e.rettea plpti clpn chew or aae

anuff. U.e lmrr roved Nix-o-Ttne To6acco Treatto~~

-:-:\0':1~::~ lz~utu¾t':r ~~frZ'vJ~
Smau Sent On Trial
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Write today for 111II Treatment on trial.
co., 12-A at., HuUnp, Nebo,,

NIU(IN& CHEMICAL

This Beautiful Bar Pin and this Wonderful Bracelet
SENT postpaid to your d oor on 5 days money-back guar
antee only $2.00 each. Superb, scintillating sparkle.
Each of these pieces of fashionable jewelry looks and
wears like many t imes your cost. Send payment with
order, or you may pay when the jewelry comes to you.
THE GLORIAN JEWELERS
296 Broadway
New York Citv

.MAK[ MONtr·AT . HOM[

.

you can earn from $1 to $2 an hour
In your s pare tim e writing show
cards. Quickly and en~ilr learned b.v
our new. shnple "Instructogrnpll"
method. No canvassing or ~ollciting; we tench you how. guarantee
you stendy work at home no matter
where you live. and pay you cnsb
each wee!,.
Full particulars encl Booklet Free•
Al\IERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
Tornnto, Can.
45 Ryrle Builcllng
J\IARRY HEALTH, WEALTH-Thousa nds;

,rnrth $5,000 to $100,000 desire ruarriuge. Phol os-In trod uctious; descriptions free. Suc~essfu l-Conficlential. SUNFLOWER CLUB,
B-300, Chnarron• I{ansas.

GOITRE Pa~:en

I hav11 an honest, proven remedy tor
iroltre (big nec1<).
It obeoks the
growth al; once, rednoes the enlarge.
ment, stops pain and di•tress and relieves In allttle while. Pay wbeo well.
Tell your friends about tbla. Wrlt,e
meatonce. DR. ROCK.
Oaat. llt. Baa tit, Mllw11kt1. WII.
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990 Youn~ Wiltl West Saving\a Hancb; or, Tbe Fire

Pien,l,i of the Bar-X lfanch.
Secret Enemy; or, Arletta's Mine Fight.
992 " and tile Pawnee Chief; or, Routing the Rene·
11:ade RedsJ<lns.
:193 " Arter a l:la<l l:lanch; or, Arietta and the Cattle
Crooks.
tl!l4 " Plucky Fight; or, The Shot That Saved a Life.
!195 " on the Border; or, Arietta Between Two Fires.
1196 " '.L'ralling a 'l' reasure; or, A Mystery ot Old
Mexico.
997 " Standing a Siege; or, Bow Arietta Saved Him.
· 998 " and the Fighting E'ifteen; or, ~'he Raid of the
Savage Sioux.
9911 " Lassoing the Lynct,ers; or, Arietta's Quick Shot.
1000 I' and "Arizona Al"; Qr, The Wonderful Luck ot
a Cowboy.
1001 " Col'J'aling the Road .Agents; or, Arietta and the
•
Oullnw's Brrne.
Facing Bis Foes; or, The Shake-Up .At Shiver
1002
Split.
Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and the Cow
]003
Girls.
Rotte~t Trail; or. The Gold Cache of the
100{
DP~~rt.
1005 " lHflP Duel; or, Arietta's Cross-fire.
an,l "Domino Dick"; or, The Broncho Buster's
1006
Bnrl Break.
Trn pping th.i Horse Thieves; or, .Arlette's
1007
Quif'l; \York .
nnd ti>" Clloctaw Cb!Pf; or, The Bidden Val1008
ley anu thP Lost Tribe.
l•'ollowect by Fiends; or, Arietta and the Plot100!)
ters.
1010 " au<l the Caclus Queen; or. The Bandits ot the
Sand Rills.
1011 " Ju Death Canyon; or, Arietta and the Mad
Miner.
1012 " Crl!,ck CaYalry; or, The Shot That Won the Day.
After an Assassin: or. Arietta and the 'l'oughs.
1013
Shot in the Dark; or, Winniug His Weight
1014
in Gold.
1015 " anu tile Hold Up Men; or, How Arietta Paid
H<'l' R:rnsom.
1016 " Arizona Honml-l'p; or, Cntching the Cattle
"

991

'

Crooks.

1017
1018
101ll

•.
"

10::!0

1021

"

1022
102:l

IOU

"

1026
1027

''

1028

"

1029

"

1025

For

Promise; or, Arietta and the Blue Mark.

A.!-) Avu1ger; or. r~he Vigilonts' l\1istake.
After the Death Dealers; or, A Hot ]'ight In

the G,1lch.
Defying thf' Bia cl, feet; or, Ari<'tta and tile Mysterions Canoe.
Going th" Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig'' at Show
Down .
CondcmnNl 'to Death: 01·. A rletta's Prnirie Race.
Sa"in::,; Hi~ llau c-h: or. Wiping Out an 01<1 Rc-ore.
f'ani,-ht by Comanches; or, Arietta Daring Death.
Showing T'p a Rhcriil'; or, The Right Man On a
"Vrong TrniL
RccklPss HidP; or. Arietta's Hairbreadth Jijscape.
and the Co"·boy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
on the RangP.
Raiding tile Retlskins; or, Arietta and the
Apa~b~ Trnp.
Whooping Tt rp; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
Crookecl Cr~ek.
sale by all newsdealers, or will be "ent t,o any

address o.n receipt of price, 7c 11er CO"PY, in money or
postage stamps , by

HARRY

E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
New York City

166 \Vest 23d Street,

SCENARIOS
Price

IS

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

Cent• Per Cop,-

Thta bool: contains all the most recent chan&'etl bl the
method of construction &nd submission of acenarloa.
Bb:t:r Leaaona, CCITerln&' ever:, phase ot scenarl11 writ·
bts. Jl'or sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstore•.
If J'OU cannot procure a copy , send ne the price,
Iii eentll, In money or postage stamps, and we will
AddreH
mall yon one. postaire
L.. 8Z:N'.&.BEN8, 219 Seventh .,,..,,, New York, X. ·y,

t""'.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
. Valuable Information on Almost Zvery Subject
No.

1.

.NAP0LE01'':S

0J{ACULVIol

A.ND

DREAM

BOOK.-Contaluing. Lile great oracle o! human destiny·
also the t~ne meanrng uf almost any kind o! dreams'
~~~~~e,· 1nt h cbarms, ceremonies and curious games

oi

·1· IUOKS.-'1.'he ,great book ot

No. 2.

Ho,v

.No. 11.

HOW TO WRl'O,J L0VE-LET '.l'J,; K:s.-A most

No._18,

HOW T<> U0 IT; Or, BOOK 01> ETIQl,;l;;TTE.

'l'0 DO

magic l!-Dd carct t!·1cks, conlai11 ,ng full instructions OD
all l eadrnll' card tricks or Llie uay, ,llso tlle most popular
n~a;l'ical 1llus10ns as p~r1orwed by our lead ing magicians; every lloy sho uld obtain a copy of this book.
_No . . 3. HO~ TO J?LIR'.l'.-Tbe arts and wiles ot
thrtat1on are _full.v explamed l>y this little book. Besides the _various methods_ of . handkerchief, fan, glove,
parasol, wmdow aud hat fhrtat1ou. it contains a full list
of the language anr:I sentiment of flowers.
No, 6. 110 ,v '.l'O MAKE Lu\ .li:,-A complete guide to ·
love, cou1 LS1:1IP anti marriage, ginug seusiiJ1e advice.
l'U!es. an(] enc1uette to l>e ous9rveu, with many curiou9
and rntereSLlDg thrngs not gene1aJ!y known.
No. 7. HOW TO K.i,;EP BIRI)S.- llanusomely tllustraLe(] and contuiniu~ full illSU'UCliOns for the management and tra uun g o1 the canary, mockrngl.>ird, bobolink.
blackbird, paroy uet, panot, etc.
No. 10 • . H0\V To BOX.-'l'lle art or self-defense made
easy, Containing over thirly illustrations of guai·d s
blows and the di~erent po_sitions of a &'OOd uoxe,·. ]!;very
boy should obtam one of U1ese useful and instructive
~tr~~1o:s it will teach you bow to box without an incomplete ]lttJe book, conlainiug rull ctirect10ns for writrng love-letters, and when to use them, giving s pecimen
letters for young and olu.

-It 1s a great life secrel, auu one that everv youug
man desires to know aJJ al.Jou.l. There's happines$ in it.
No, 14. HOW '.l'0 "!AKI!: CA.Nl)l',-A <:o ruplete handbook for makiug all kincls of canuy, ice-cream, syrups

•

essences, etc.

HOW TO BECOME BEAU'l'Il•UL.-0ue of'
the brightes't and ruost valuallle little books ever given
No. 18.

to the world. Everyl>ody wishes to know llow to be·
come beautiful. both male and female. 'l'he secret ii
simple and a lm ost costless.

1':NT.KltTAIN A1' E\E:SJNG
HOW '1'0
.No, 20.
PAJtTY.-A_ most cow pl~t" co~peuctrnm ot ga,ues, sports,

carll d1ver::;1ons, culll,c rec1tat1uus, etc., su1tu1Jle for parlor or drawiug-roolll entertttinrnent. 1t contains more
for the money than any !Jook published.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREA.\JS.- 'l'his little
book gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, to·
gether with lucky and unlucky days.
.No, 24.

HOW TO Wltl'.l'E LETTERS TO GENTLE-

No. 26.

HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT

l\IEN.-Cornalning full directious for writing to gentlemen ou all sulljects.
No. 25, ROW TO HECOME A Gl','INAS'l'.-Containlng !ull directions for aJJ kinds of gymnastic sports
and athletic exercises. Embracing thirty-live illns tra•
tions. By Professor W. l\lacdonald.
-Fully illustrated. Fall . nstructions are given in thia
little book, together with instructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW 'l'0 TELL FORTV;NES.-Eve.;·y o~e ls
desirous of knowing wbat his future life will !Jring
torth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty
You can t ell by a glance at this little book. ' Buy on~
and be convinced.
No. 29. HOW TO BEC()ME AN INVENT0R,-Every
boy should know how inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics, maguep!sm, optics. pneumatics , mechanics. etc.
No. ao. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive
books on cooking ever published. It con tains r ecipes
for (·ooking meats, fish, game and oysters; also pies.
puddings. cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
collection of ,eclpes.
For sale by all n ewsdeale rs, or will be sent to an:r
address on receipt of price, 10('. per copy, 1n
money or stamp_s, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York
166 West 23d Street,
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